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Azz Odds

From living in psych wards
to living on the streets,
teens cope with life
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Hazelwood case poses little threat to
sc ool papers, survey results reveat

SIDE TRAC
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When the
Supreme Court
handed down its
Hazelwood
decision last year,
many student
journalists feared
their freedom of
speech would be
threatened. A poll
taken by New
Expression reveals a different
story, however.
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By Christine Spiller
When the Supreme Court sent
down its Hazelwood decision last
year, permitting principals to re-

t (

view what was published in school
newspapers and remove anything
they deemed objectionable, many
student journalists feared possible

limits might be put on their freedom of expression.
However, an informal survey of
high school newsrooms found

Illustration by Justin Friel
most student journalists say they
feel fairly free to write what they
please.
New Expression surveyed 13

h!Qh schools. These schools Include: Fenger, Farragut, Corliss,
Westmghouse, Orr. Marshall,
Foreman, Crane, Whitney Young,
Lane Tech, Providence St. Mel,
Ste1metz and Von Stueben.
Many of the student JOUrnalists
interviewed said they have not
expenenced censorship from their
principal.
"The principal has not tried to
censor anyth1ng in the newspaper," said Alvin Lockheart, a reporter for the Warrior Rap at
Westinghouse. "They (the admini·
stration) understand what kind of
stories we write, like pregnancy,
abortion and the confiscation of
IDs. He understands that they
should be told."
However, not all newspapers
are free to oover 1ssues student
editors decide are pertinent to
their high schools. A student from
Whitney Young's paper The Beacon, said the paper now looks like
a public relations vehicle for the
school.
"If you look at the quality of this
issue with those of last year, it's
like the paper has turned into a
newsletter, • the student said . "The
fire has gone out of The Beacon.
All we hear about now is who's
won what sc1ence fair."
A Lane Tech student said she
thought the Hazelwood ruling was
an unfair decision. " ... We are the
students and it's our paper. We
should have more freedom."
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Scholarships
available to
artistic teens
By LaTonya Perkins
Scholarship opportunities are
available from the National
Foundation for Advancement
in the Arts (NFAA), for teens
interested in pursuing acting,
dancing, music, art, or writing
as a professional career.
Gifted 17- and· 18-year-old
artists can win cash awards up·
to $3,000.
In addition, the foundation
maintains a close working relationship with the White House
Commission on Presidential
Scholars and with a national
network of school, oolleges,
universities, professional arts
organizations and institutions.
The foundation expects between 5,000 to 7,000 applications from teen participants.
The scholarship's early
deadline is May 15, 1990 and
requires a fee of $26
Between May 16 and October 1, the fmal application
deadline, the fee increases to

$35
Applications for ARTS '90
can be obtained by wrrting
ARTS, 300 N.E. Second
Avenue,
Miami, Florida

33132.
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Teen psych patients fight 'crazy' image
!Life in a psych ward
This is the personal story of a
Chicago teen who stayed in a private psychiatric hospital for two
months.
While in the hospital, the girl,
who did not want to be identified,
kept a diary. Here are excerpts:
Wednesday, June 5, 1988
I cried today when Craig yelled
at me for having my feet up. I
always feel so tired even though I
don't do all that much.
Craig is a psych-tech, short for
psychology technician. I thought
the staff would be wearing all
white, but Cra1g wears really cool
pants with tucks, a tie and a bution-up shirt.
The only way you could tell he's
staff is because he wears a plastic
I. D. card with his picture on it and
a ring of keys on a plastic cord in
his pocket. I don't think Craig likes
1
me.
Every day blends into another. I
feel as if it should be Saturday
already, but I've only been here
three days.
Now my program says I have
free time and I've just been sitting
here in the dayroom writing and
looking out the big picture window.
There are huge sweeping trees
and grass and flowers. I can almost feel the wind rushing through
my hair.
But I can't go outside. I have to
be on level three to get a privilege
like that.
Now I'm on a level called S1,
suicide precautions. I have to stay
in the dayroom all day and a
psych-tech has to come with me to
the bathroom . That's why I'm here.
I tried to kill myself.
I don't even know why I'm writing this. No one will read this, but I
have a feeling my stay here is
going to be something I'll want to
remember, maybe not like a day at
the beach , but important.
Friday, June 7, 1988
My staff adviser is Laura. I don't
want to talk to her. She keeps
telling me I have to open up and I

don't want to. Everyone will hate
me. I want to die.
She made up a program for me
when I first got here. There are
other kinds of programs, but I got
an "earns-off" program.
For every activity on my program from wake-up at 6:30 to
bedtime at 10, I have to have my
program signed. I can get up to 10
points for each activity, depending
on how "positively" I act. This is so
stupid.
I still haven't seen my shrink yet.
I don't like him too much anymore.
He says I'm blooming, but I feel
withered .
I eat in the dayroom with the
other kids on precautions. Everyone else goes to the cafeteria. We
have trays brought to us on a big
metal cart by a psych-tech. We
only get plastic forks and spoons.
No knives.
Today at breakfast we were
talking about other kids in hospitals. It turned out that we all knew
someone on the Outside who has
either been in a hospital or is in one
now.
After breakfast, the kids who
had been in the cafeteria came
back to the unit with staff, got their
books and went two floors up to
the hospital school. The rest of us
waited for the tutor to come.
I found out I'll be working from
assignments the hospital school
gives me, and not assignments
from my school at home.
I heard the school here is supposed to be pretty easy, so that's
one less thing I have to worry
about. But I can't go to school until
I'm off S1, so we just get tutored
here in the dayroom. It's pretty
dull.
Sunday, June 9, 1988
We're supposed to clean up our
rooms and make our beds every
morning (Saturday, I lost 20 points
because I forgot to get my program signed after I cleaned my
room. I'd just gone straight to the
dayroom for breakfast. I was so

...continued on page 10

YOU CAN'T WEAR A DIPLOMA

The number of
young people
being admitted
to psychiatric
units from 1980
to 1987 has
increased 43
percent, statistics show.

By Debbie Flapan

chiatric hospitals, there is still an action for many people, not every
teen who enters a psych ward is
aura of mystery and fear.
One teen, age 15, said when he "crazy," psychiatrists interviewed
told a friend he had been in a by New Expression say.
There are various reasons why
psychiatric ward, the friend reteens are admitted to psych
plied, "What are you, crazy?"
Whilethis
beacommonre... continued on ge 10

Rick, the father of a hospitalized
teen, said the deciding factor in
placing his daughter in a psychiatric care was her "out-of-control"
behavior.
"She felt she had no future. I
thought going there (to the hospital) would help her see we were on
her side.
"lt was also her third time in a
hospital so I was frustrated and
skeptical at the same time," Rick
said. "I was upset and hurting
pretty bad, wondering if (we could
allow) her to come back, if it would
work or not. I didn't know if we
could be on the same page again."
The number of young people
being admitted to psychiatric units
from 1980 to 1987 has increased
43 percent, statistics show.
Some mental heath professionals say the surge in teen therapy is
a resu~ of more sophisticated
COME TO OUR FACTORY OR PHONE US FOR
parents who are aware of the
challenges and problems facing
FREE DESIGN KIT
their children.
"I believe it works," Rick said,
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
"as long as you find a good hospi11
• Skirts-Sweaters-Jackets
~
tal. I didn't have faith in the first
• Porn Poms-Booster Buttons
two, but I'm not skeptical anymore. As soon as they cornered
~.
the problem (that caused my
daughter's hospitalization) ... !
thought it was helpful and beneficial."
However, in spite of the increasnumber of teens entering psy- • • •
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Runaways seek shelter on streets
'Most people
think (running
away is) a
highway to
heaven, but it's
not.'
-Vicki Flowers
Photo by Nicole Holmes
(YNS) - Last month Christina
Tucker, 16, of Washington, D.C.,
went to an amusement park with
friends. Her parents haven't seen
her since.
She has joined the ranks of the
estimated 1.5 million runaways in
the United States each year.
"It was a spur of the moment
thing," said Tucker. "I'd threatened

to run away before - a lot."
Tucker complained her parents
are too restrictive and try to
choose her friends and clothing for
her. "II I let them choose my
friends I wouldn't have any," she
said.
Poor communication with family
members prompts many teens to
run away, according to Herman

.-------------------------1

Piper, director of runaway programs for Sasha Bruce Youthwork, a federally-funded runaway
shelter in Washington, D.C.
It's when non-communication
becomes "a widening gulf" that
teens are most prone to run away,
he said. "Runaways are a symptom of a long-standing problem in
the home."

Teri Blanda, 16, an Oak Lawn
junior, ran away twice.
"The first time (I ran away) because I kept getting grounded so
much and I couldn't stand not
going out.
"My friend and I got as far as the
Wisconsin state line before my
dad caught up with us. I got
grounded even longer.

•~~~~~~~~~~!II

"The second time I wasn't going
to school, just partying," Blanda
said. "I got arrested for it with
about 12 other kids and the police
just brought us back to school. So
I took off. When I got caught this
time, my parents put me in a psych
hospital."
"It definitely didn't help the situation any," Blanda said. "My parents were so pissed at me both
times."
The Sash a Bruce shelter suggests teens who are considering
running away should contact a
professional counselor or intermediary organization, such as a runaway shelter.
"Families tell us." said Piper,
"that we are most successful in
getting people to discuss the problem (that caused the running
away.)"
"My parents have changed a lot
and now I'm doing OK," Blanda
said. "But if communication had
been better between us I probably
wouldn't have run away in the first
place."
"(Running away) is usually the
result of some breakdown in the
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At DeVry, you get an education
that fits ... right from the start.

263-1576
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...continued on page 8

Free
Pregnancy
Testing

3225 N. Sheffield, Chicago
Call 472-6469 (Day)
or
929-HELP (7-11 p.m.)

ing Center (TLC), a runaway and
homeless shelter for youth aged
12 to 18.
A report from the Governor's
Task Force in 1987 stated there
are 1 0,000 homeless or runaway
teens in Illinois, Quinn said.
TLC tries to solve the problems
that the teens are running from
instead of just harbonng them,
Quinn said. "We keep (teens) for a
maximum of 14 days and by that
time we hope to have the problem
(between the runaway teen and
his parents) resolved."
Quinn sa1d most runaways he
encounters have been processed
through police stations and emergency services.
"We rarely get a kid from off the
street," he said.
However, Quinn added, there
are some agencies that are trying
to develop an overnight facility for
teens.
Matthew Taylor, supervisor and
outreach person for the Center for
Street People, explained why teen
and adult shelters can't be combined.
Taylor, whose shelter takes
people who are 18 or older, said,
"We have a rougher group and a
mostly male population. Most of
the people here (who drop in) work
part time but can't afford housing."
In Illinois running away is not a
crime, according to Ron Dow, a
counselor at West Chicago Community High School.
Dow said runaways receive
counseling from a professional
service agency, which includes
meeting with parents and an attempt to return the teen home or
arrange an alternate living arrangement.
Vicki Flowers, a 17-year-old
West Side teen, said running away
wasn't what she expected. Flowers, who has since dropped out of
school, said she ran awayforthree
weeks at age 13 because she
thought it would be better than
living with her mother. "Most
people think (running away is) a
highway to heaven, but it's not."
Flowers said she came back because she was homesick and
"running away doesn't solve anything. It just gives you a police
record."
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Abuse+ neglect

-

homeless

cite parental conflicts as chief cause
leaving home, hitting the streets

1 Debbie Flapan with
·istina Sauerwein
note: The names of the
Jmeless teens in this article have
~en changed at their request.

Chicago teen Julia Talman
run away. She was kicked

Jt.
"My stepfather caught me in my
om with my boyfriend one night.
weren't doing anything, but he
er stepfather) just saw red and
ld me to pack my clothes."
According to Leon lntrater, dictor of the Neon Street Center,
percent of homeless teens
have a history of a serious
em such as abuse or neglect.
Otf)ers have economic probms, such as homeless parents,
I or dead parents or the teen
ight have been staying with a
·andparent who died."
lntrater added the other 20 per3nt of homeless teens become
:>me less because of conflicts beveeen the teen and his parents.
Julia and her parents had a
oubled relationship before this
ncounter. Julia often stayed out

past her curfew and did as she
liked. She and her parents rarely
talked. This final episode pushed
her parents over the edge and
Julia out of the house.
Julia stayed at a friend's house
tor the next month. "Yeah, i had
fun living with my friend, but I was
really upset because my parents
didn't seem to care that I might not
have been able to find a place to
stay. I didn't know what was going
to happen to me and I felt really
alone."
After a month at the friend's
house, the friend's mother found a
group home for girls that had an
opening; Julia moved in.
Now, several months later, after
counseling, Julia is living with her
parents again and working full
time.
"My relationship (with my parents) is better now. We talk a lot
and try to keep everything out in
the open," Julia said.
A 1987 report on homeless
youth by the U.S. Department of
Health
and
Human
Services (DHHS) said 75 percent of those helped by shelters
said the primary cause of their
situation was their relationship
with their parents.

Eddie, a North Side student
who didn't want his last name revealed, has run away and been
kicked out of his house more
times than he can remember.
"I've lost count by now," he said.
"At least ten times."
Eddie said he often had quarrels with his mother. "I can't stand
my mom. She always contradicts
herself and we're always arguing. She's usually the reason why
I have to leave.
"My dad acts like it's a vacation. He says 'Ed, I think you

should leave for a while so that
your mother will feel better.'
"On the average, I stay away at
least two nights. The longest was
two weeks.
"I'm usually jumping from
friend 's house to friend's house,"
Eddie said, "but one time I went to
my grandmother's house and my
parents called and told her not to
let me in.
"A couple of times I had to sneak
in but I always get back in. I go
home 'cause I have no other place
to go."

Photo by Marco Rios
lntrater cited a 1985 report of
the Governors' Task Force which f
said here are 21,000 homeless or
runaway teens in Illinois, and
10,000 in Chicago alone.
lntrater deals with teens who
have been on the street .for quite a
while. "Sometimes for years," he
said.
"The teens can have a multiplicity of problems," said lntrater.
"They're not the kind who run
away because they didn't get the
pair of designer jeans they
... continued on page 8

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1989

((The best is yet to come,
but only if
you're prepared:'
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Youths cope with declth
'Everyone told
me to try and
forget, but now
I realize that
the best thing
was to deal
with it.'
-Senior

By Sarah Karp
Death doesn't discriminate between the young or old. Just ask
Rodney Franklin, a JUnior at
Garfield
Franklin's friend was shot earlier this year in front of a restaurant
near Franklin's home.
"He was just a little guy and the
person who killed him was twentytwo years old. My first thought was
'Who did it?' and 'Where does he
live?' I wanted to beat him up. But
later I realized that beating
wouldn't change anything. I
wanted to know 'Why him?'"
When a teen dies, his or her
friends may experience shock and
pain. These friends face the tough
task o~ putting the death behind
them and going on with their lives.
Franklin said the death of his
friend has caused him to think
about his mortal~y.
"Sometimes I lay up at night
thinking about~. (his death) I think
'Who will miss me? Will I be missed at all? Will life go on w~hout
me? Will ~change?'"
Jaine Daley, who runs workshops on death for the Board of
Education, said the way teens
react to death depends on their

Photo by Marco Rlos
perception of death and their intelligence.
"It is especially hard for teens
because of the period in their life
that they are in," said Daley, who
also is chairwoman of the psychology department at Ch icago State
University.
"During this time they expsriance hormonal and skeletal (bone
growth) changes. They also have
to make many decisions and the
time becomes stressful. It is important that they understand that
they are not responsible and that
they shouldn't feel guilty.
"Sometimes ~ is really hard because when you're young and
you're close to someone that dies,
people become foreign. There is
always that scare of catching
death," said Daley.
Lisa Siebanhaat, a senior at St.
Benedict, is finally learning to cope

with the death of her friend who
was killed five years ago.
Last month she went to the
cemetery to pay her respects to
her friend, since she was not allowed to attend the funeral.
"The night after my friend Tom's
wake, I freaked out," said Siebanhaat. "I ran to the place where he
was killed and cried. After that, I
wasn't allowed to go to the funeral.
"Everyone told me to try and
forget, but now I realize that the
best thing was to deal w~h it. It
wasn't easy but I had to finally stop
running away and realize that he's
gone," Siebanhaat said.
Daley said after a teen dies, his
friends need time to cope wrth the
death.
"Very often we find it has a profound effect on teens. In fact ~ has
been proved that sometimes the
depression caused by a loss be-

comes apparent 10 to 15 years
later.
''They (the teens) have to talk
about it in order to put ~ behind
them ," she said. "Sometimes they
actually have to say 'goodbye'
especially if the person has been
dead for a long time."
Although 'some high schools will
assist students in coping w~h
death, the Board of Education
does not have a written policy on
what to do when a student dies.
"It is basically up to the principal
of the schools. A principal may call
psychologists or social workers to
come in and talk to the children. It
varies, • said Steve Heller, who is
currently on a committee which is
working on a bill to submit to the
Board of Education.
If the Board appoves the bill,
principals will have set instructions to follow when a death oc-

Summer School Directory
lourdes High Schoof
4034 W. 56th
Summer Session
June 27.July 18
July 19-August 8
Registration Dates
June 23rd & 26th
9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
For more information:
St. Gregory
1677 W. Bryn Mawr
Summer Session
June 26.July 17
July 19-August 8
Registration
Friday, June 23, 9:00a.m.noon
Sate, June 24, 9:00 a.m.-noon
For further information:
907-2100
1/2 Credit.. $100
Delasalle Institute
3455 S. Wabash
Summer Session
June 19.July 7
July 11.July 28
Registration Dates
June 13, June 16
9:00 am.-noon
For further information:
842-7355
112 Credit= $80
Gordon Tech High School
3633 N. California
Summer Session
June 26-July 21
July 24-August 16

II

Registration Dates:
Incoming Freshmen
Wednesday, June 21 , 1989
3:00 p.m.-6:30p.m.
All Gordon Tech Students
Thursday Morning, June 22
9:00 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
All other schools
Thursday Afternoon, June 22
1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m.
Also:
Friday, June 23
9:00- 11 :00 a.m. & 1 :oo-3:oo
p.m.
For further information: 5393600
Director of Summer School
1/2 Credit= $75
St. Francis De Sales
High School
10155 S. Ewing Avenue
Summer Session
June 26- August 4
Registration Dates:
Thursday, June 22 11 :00-3:00
p.m.
Friday, June 23 11 :00-3:00 p.m.
For more information: 731-7272
Cathedral High Schoof
751 N. State
Registration Dates:
June 17, 198910 a.m.-2 p.m. or
call 642-8965
Registration Fee:
$1 0 Before June 2, 1989
$15 After June 2, 1989
Tuition Cost: $75/course
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curs in their school.
When a student from Hales
Franciscan died earlier this year,
the entire school was invited to an
assembly where people talked
about the dead teen.
"It was really good because I
found out lots of thing that I didn't
know know about him," says William Littlejohn, a junior at Hales.
Last year when a Lane Tech
freshman was run over by a train,
the students who attended the
funeral were given the chance to
talk about the death. Those who
didn't attend the funeral had to
cope w~h the death alone.
Robin Robinson, ateacherfrom
Lincoln Park, said the way a
school handles the death of one of
its students will depend on the
s~uation surrounding the death
and the parents of the dead student.
"Basically, when a student is
famous or gets media attention
they will have more eulugies but if
it is a 'nobody' then they let the
victim go softly into that good
night."
Here are some places teens
who are coping w~h death can
consult.
Alternatives Inc., 1126 W. Granville 60600. Phone number: 9735400 (charge is based on what
your family can afford)
Better Boys, 1604 S. Pulaski
Ave. Phone number: 277-9582
(free of charge try to arrange an
appointment.)
Chicago Youth Center, 231 S.
Jefferson. Phone number: 6481550. (Chicago Youth Center has
progams in 60 schools including:
Crane, Collins, DuSable, Philips,
South Shore and CVS. They also
have centers which don't charge
but might require membership.)
901 E. 100 Place- 928- 2700
1530 S. Hamlin Ave. - 764-1140
3455 W. North Ave.- 489-3157
560 W. Harrison - 326-2282
Fellowship House, 844 W. 32nd
St. Phone number: 326-2282
lower North, 100 N. Sedwick.
Phone number: 787-2490
Child Development Rebecca K.
Crown Center, 7601 S. Phillips.
Phone number: 731-0444

Illustrations by Rugen Reyes

OLLEGE AND CAREERS

olunteerirlg opens doors to employment
re you looking for something
and challenging to do
1is summer? Volunteering is
way to relieve boredom and
t the same time, gain valuable
New Expression has
tnrnniiAt'l a list of organizations
•ho employ volunteers for the
Go for itll

tlon Service
425 N. Michigan, Suite 1146
Contact: Steven Haas. Number:
64.5-9800.
Position: Office work
Skills: Good communication skills
Age Limits: None
Hours and Days: Vary Mon.-Fri. 8
a.m.-9 p.m.
How to apply: Contact Steven
Haas and request an application.
Planned Parenthood
17 N. State
Contact: Janet Kral. Number:
781-9550.
Position: Clerical work such as filing and work as a receptionist.
Skills: Needs a good speaking
voice. Should be good with
people.
Age Limits: 16
Hours and Days: Vary depending
on teen's schedule.

CAMPFIRE
';::ampflre for Boys and Girls
~tropolltan Chicago Council
I 04 S. Michigan, Suite 4.'32
Contact: Delores Lang
Position: Specified with call.
1\ge limits: 14-18
Skills: To work in groups with
oeers and adult supervisors
"iours and Days: 2-4 hours per
iay.
iow to apply: Contact Delores
.ang. Her phone number is 263i218.
'::hlcago/and Radio lnforma-

Citizens Information Service
67 E. Madison St. Room 1406
Phone: 236-0315
Contact: Ann Evans or Lucy
Ramirez
Position: Volunteers are needed
for the publication office to help
with the newsletter and also to
answer the phones, to do light
typing and filing.
Skills: No necessary skills but
typing is helpful.
Age limit: None
Hours and Days: Volunteers can
arrange a regular time like once a

Is a
computer
all you

ever want
to run?

Computer training's one thing.
A few months of school, a year, and you've got a
job as a data entry clerk. At National College, we look
at computers a little differently.
Not as a means to an end.
Graduates of our Computer Information Systems
and Management program walk out with a highly
marketable, four-year B.A degree.
One that combines mastery of computers with a
strong business sense. High-tech communications
with professional managerial experience.
It's everything you need.
So if you're looking to get into computers, you've
got a choice.
You can run someone else's program.
Or you can run your own.
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week or twice a month.
How to apply: Visit the office or
call Ann Evans and Lucy Ramirez.

GREATER CHICAGO
FOOD DEPOSITORY
Greater Chicago Food
Depository
452 S. Tripp
Contact: Michael McCullough or
Jan Hattemer at 247-3663.
Position: Help in bulk pack area,
salvage area
Skills: None
Age limits: 17
Hours and Days: Vary
How to apply: Call either Michael
or Jan.
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
6 N. Michigan Ave.
Contact: Darlene Ehling at 2364491.
Position: Volunteer fund raisers
Skills: None
Age limits: None
Hours and Days: 8 a.m.-5:30
p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Constitutional Rights
Foundation
220 S. State St. Suite 730
663-9057
Contact: Jody Patton
Position: Clerical and phone
work for putting together legal aid
information.
Skills: Typing will be helpful.
Age Limits: Volunteers must be a
high school student.
Hours and Days: No specific
hour. Open Monday through Friday until5 p.m.
Advantages: Teens would develop organizational, computer
and interviewing skills.
How do teens apply: Contact
Jody Monday through Friday until
5p.m.
Express-Ways
Children's
Musuem
2041 N. Lincoln Park West
527-1000
Contact: Carol Dragon
Position: Volunteers demonstrate how museum exhibits
operate and help them produce
various art projects.
Skills: Teens should have an interse! in working with children and/
or art.
Age limits: none
Hours and Days: The museum is
open daily 9:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m.
and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekends.
Advantages: Volunteers will gain
experience working with children

and art.
How do teens apply: Call Carol
Dragon to schedule an appointment for an interview.

Midwest Community Council
9 S. Kedzie Ave.
826-2244
Contact: Sharon McDaniel
Position: Teens are needed to be
receptionists and help with other
clerical duties. Teens are also
needed to attend various community meetings and take notes for
the council. Volunteers then write
about these meetings for newsletters the council distributes.
Skills: none
Age limits: none
Hours and Days: The council is
open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Advantages: Teens would gain
wor~ training as well as make
contacts in the community as well
as sharpen their writing skills.
How do teens apply: Contact the
council for more information.

RED
CROSS

Food Service

~

~chool of Airbru)h Art)
1330 S. Villa Ave;
Villa Park, IL 60181
(312) 834-7333

Air-brush Painting
Photo-Retouching
Photo-Restoration
Call or write for free
color Brochure

Entry level.
Seasonal Employment.
Lemonde Stand
business in parks.
Preferably seeking youths
between 16-20.
Reliable, hard-working,
.
conscientious.
Assistant managers and
workers needed.
Apply in person to
Chris Nelms,
3179 N. Broadway,
Crucago IL

..
What if you put
a great university
in the middle of
a great city?

American Red Cross
43 E. Ohio St.
Contact: Barbara Lambert
Positions: Blood Aide,Water
Safety Instructor (age:17), Volunteer Disaster Services (Mass care
feeding).
Skills: Willingness, dependability, interested working with children and adults, able to deal with
confidential information.
Minimum age: 12-18
Hours and Days: Depends on
availability of the individual.
How to apply: Contact Barbara

L~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.~::=========:::.
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You'd have the best of both worlds-a place
where you can benefit from Chicago's
vibrant business and cultural center ... while
enjoying the advantages of. campus life.

You'd ltave DePaul.

Why on earth
would you take
an SAT class
this summer?
Because afler the beach. the
barbeques and the moVIeS, you
sull have a lot of free lime.
S1anley H Kaplan's lest·lakmg
techruques and professional edu ·
cauonal programs have helped
thousands of students mcrease
the1r scores 150. 200. 250 pomls
or more
We offer classes al tle>oble
limes to sun your schedule. And
before the SAT th1s fall. take our
refresher program - free.
CaU us We 11 have you tanrung
and tesl·preppmg 100

I KAPLAN

ITAlltrf H. Ul\ All IDUU!lOII.Il CIIITII trD

The wortds leadmg
test prep orgaruzatJon

CALL 341-8300 FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ABOUT DePAUL.
College of Liberal Arts
& Sciences
College of Commerce
SLhool of r d ucation
School of Mu-;rc

Lambert at 440-2040.

Attend Kaplan
Summer School!

DPAUL
UNIVERSITY

Arlington Heights
Chicago/North
Highland Park
LaGrange Center
352-5840
Downtown Chtcago 346-9346

The' The.1tre Sd10ol
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Runaways face deadends

... continued from page 5

...continued from page 4
Michael Sheiahan, adolescent
counselor at Northwest Youth
Outreach shelter in Chicago, said
runaway teens can go to a variety
of sources for help.
"Teens should call a runaway
hotline (or find the name of a shelter in the phone book). In case of
abuse (as a reason why the teen is
running away), they can go to the

Homeless teens seek new shelters

police and be placed in a foster
home."
Sheiahan also recommends
talking to people a teen might
trust, such as a priest or another
adult.

A statistical profile
of American runaways:

wanted.
"I call them throwaways. If they
were to return home, they would
be going back to unstable situations. They don't want to be on
the street."
But because of home situations,
some teens almost have to be.
"Neon is like a refuge. We try to
gain the kids' trust, learn their real
names, help them find things like
birth certificates and other things

necessary for a job that can be
hard to get. They can prepare
three meals per day for themselves and do their own laundry.
"We also teach homeless kids
independent living skills like budgeting. We provide AIDS and drug
educational programs.
The Neon Street Center for
Youth has a residential center for
teens 18 to 20 years old and dropin center for all ages.

A statistical profile of
America's homeless youth:

- Every day an estimated 3,228 children run away from home.
-The average age of runaways is 15, but the age is gradually decreasing.
-Most run two or three miles from their homes.
-The definition of runaway, according to the federal government,
is "a person under 18 years of age who absents himself or herself
from heme or place of legal residence without the permission of
parents or legal guardians."
Herman Piper, director of runaway services for Sasha Bruce
Youthwork, said the difference between runaways and homeless
teens is "runaways have a home to leave."
-For fiscal year 1989, 24.2 million is expected to be awarded by
the Department of Health and Human Services to assist runaway
and homeless shelters for youth. Each state, including the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico, will receive no less than $75,000.
-Nationally, 69 percent of runaway youth are white; 17 percent
are black; 8 percent are Hispanic; 6 percent are Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian or Alaskan Native, according to shelter
reports.
-Thirty-two percent of runaway youth are age 14 or older.
- Seventy-two percent of runaway youth were attending school
at the time of their runaway episode.
-Seventeen percent of runaway youth reported being neglected
by their parent figures; 34 percent of the homeless youth reported
neglect.
- In identifying the problem that caused the runaway episode,
shelter staff reported 39 percent of runaways left because of emotional conflict at home; 30 percent left because parent figures were
too strict or protective; 20 percent left because of physical abuse.
Of youth seeking services, 66 percent cited their relationship wi1h
their parents as the major reason for coming to the (runaway)
center.
-The top three contributing problems were reported as: poor self
image, depression, and school attendance/truancy.
-Many runaways seek shelter at friendsl houses, not at shelters.
-The legal status and treatment of runaways varies from state to
state.

-The typical homeless youth is male (56 percent) between 15
and 17 years old (68 percent).
-A significantly higher proportion of homeless youth are black
(27 percent) than of runaways (16 percent). Whites make up a
lower proportion of homeless youth (61 percent) than they do of
runaway youth (70 percent).
-At the time they reached a shelter, most homeless youth had
been away from their legal residence two to five days ( 19 percent)
or more than 50 days (15 percent).
-Sixty-seven percent of homeless youth report they had been
thrown or pushed out of their last living situation. Only 13 percent
of the runaway youth were in the same situation.
.
-Thirty-nine percent of homeless youth reported no father !1gure
in their primary household; 15 percent also have no ~otherf1gure.
-The parent figures of homeless youth are less likely to work
than the parent figures of runaway youth.
- Most homeless youth have only completed school through
grade 1o (63 percent) and only 3 percent have finished grade 12
or higher.
-Most homeless youth have dropped out of school (32 percent)
and only 52 percent were attending school at t~e time they became
homeless.
-Twenty-three percent of the homeless youth have had five or
more previous runaway or homeless experiences.
-Shetter staff reported homeless youth far more likely than runaway youth to be neglected by their parents (34 percent) and more
likely to come from a family situation in which parental drug or
alcohol abuse (17 percent), domestic violence (18 percent) or
family mental health problems are contributing factors.
-Homeless youth are rarely the subject of missing person reports
while nearly a third of runaway youth are.
-Thirty-three percent of homeless youth have problems wi1h
drugs and a,Jcohol abuse; 40 percent are depressed and 45 percent
have a poor self image; 19 percent are in trouble of some kind with
the law.

Sources: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Sasha
Bruce Youthwork, Children 's Defense Fund.

Source: the June 1987 report of the Department of Health and
Human Services on its Runaway and Homeless Youth Program.

They have an emergency tollfree hotline and will soon be opening a group home for teens under
18.
At the residential center, which
has 30 beds, teens can stay up to
12 months.
At the group home, which will
have 10 beds, lntrater said teens
will be able to stay as long as
necessary, although "i1 is really
only for emergency until another
place is found (for the teen)."
At the Neon's drop-in center,
after 10 visi1s the teen and a counselor will work out a living plan.
lntrater is part of a group of
people working to change the legislation on teen overnight shelters.
Presently, it is illegal for teens to
stay overnight at a shelter without
going through some kind of legal
process either with the police or an
emergency hotline.
"It is more feasible that we separate teens and adults," said Ida
Lee, a counselor at Unity Shelter
for 18 to 25-year-olds. "If the person is under 18 then he is a minor
so we can't take him. This is just
our policy."
Debbie Ridgeway, the Chicago
Emergenc Shetter Organization's
(CESO) Program Coordinator,
said there are several reasons
why people can become homeless.
"(It could be) a lack of affordable
housing, domestic violence or
refugees who couldn't find homes
or jobs."
Ridgeway estimated about
25,000 to 40,000 people become
homeless every year.
To find a place to stay, Ridgeway recommended calling the Department of Human Services Hotline, Emergency Assistance, the
Salvation Army or the Red Cross.
Shelters are often crowded,
Ridgeway added. "We have as
many as 3,000 beds a night and
we (still) have to turn people
away."
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Videotape For Cable Television
I
PRIZES
Prizes Presented To:
I
Most Popular School
I
Cash Awards
Best Talent
I
Interviewing Teens
Most Stunning Outfit
For Talent Showcase
Prom Dress Competition
J
Sharpest Couple
For further in(onnation call Mary Swopes Productions (312) 641-2431 / J
SHOWCASE AND DANCE

, _________________
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HEY!!
TEEN PHOTOGRAPHERS
New Expression wants your pictures for a photo spread in our
September 1989 "Back to School" issue.
We'll choose the pictures which best represent the theme,
'Teens Hanging Out"
The pictures must be good quality 8x1 0 black and white
glossies.
New Expression Photo spread
C/0 Nicole Holmes
207 S. Wabash 8th floor
Chicago IL 60604
All entries must include Name, Age and high school of the
photographer and a phone number where you can be
reached

So you want to be a

·ournalist?
New Expression can give you your first start.
Apply now for scholarships for our six week minority journalism workshop.

The workshop will offer:

e Intensive training in journalism
e Field trips to radio and tv stations, newspapers and magazines.

e Guest speakers

e Awards ceremony

e A chance to compete for college scholarships
e And the chance to get your work published in New Expression Chicago's
leading youth magazine
Classes will be taught at Youth Communication 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor
Applications can be picked up at YC offices and are due by xxx

For more info, call 663-0543
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By Ama Johnson
Terry and Karen began their
romance over the phone.
Karen needed someone to talk
to. Terry proved to be a good listener.
It was only natural that the two
teens would eventually hook up.
W hen Terry and Karen saw
each other for the f1rst t1me, they
were 1n for a surprise.
Karen is white. Terry is not.
But they and other interracial
couples Interviewed by New Exp ression say they refuse to let
cultural differences stop a budding
romance.
"When we first started dating,
my mother said, 'Why do you have
to go out with a white girl, instead
of a black girl, and be the black
sheep of t he fami ly," Terry, a Junior
at DeLaSalle, said.
Terry advises anyone pursuing
an interracial relationship to expect some name calling but "don't
worry about what anybody else
says, if you care about him or her,
it won't matter what anybody else
says."
At times, Karen said she does
feel the pressure of her interracial
relationship. She often finds herself simply ignoring it all.
· Karen, who is a sophmore at
Kenwood Academy, said, "Sometimes if I am walking down the
street, people g ive me strange
looks, but I don't care because I
see interracial relationships daily."
"My mom is crazy about him,"
she explained.

"In fact," said Karen, "my relationship with my mother has improved because of Terry and his
guidance."
Both Terry and Karen have
been in relationships with partners
of a different race.
"My whole life I've been in interracial relationships," explained
Karen.
"My friends don't really say
anything; it's like something they
expect. It JUst seems to happen
that way," she said.
Francis Glass-Newman, administrative assitant at Northwestern University's Womens Center,
said, "It can sometimes be a problem more for the white male than
the black male.
"It can be considered an economic letdown {for the w hite
male}," she said.
Maisha Bennett, a psychologist
at Bennett and Associates, said interracial relationships often make
both cultures uncomfortable.
"Black women are angry when
they see interracial relationships,"
slle explained. "They feel angry
and rejected."
Bennett said interracial couples
have to overcome the frequent
stares and hostility of others.
"There is more tolerance when
the man is white and the women is
black," she said.
"White men have historically
used black women for sex," she
added.
Jody Ackerman, a junior at

CONSIDER NURSING,
A CAREER WITH A FUTURE
~~
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The 1989 School Year begins Monday,
August 7, 1989
THE RAVENSWOOD HOSPITAL MDEICAL CENTER
SCHOOL OF NURSING PROGRAM OFFERS:
t An 84 week p rogram leading to eli~ibility for R. N. Licensure
t A comprehensive prog ram accredited by the National League
for Nursiing
• Extensive clinical experience with patients
t A diverse student population comprised of men and women of
all ages
t A low student faculty ratio (1 to 7)
t A lovely residential campus in Chicago with on Campus living
facilities
t Financial assistance programs for qualified applicants

School of Nursing
Ravenswood Hospital Medical Center
4550 N. Wincester, Ch icago IL, 60640
878-4300. Ext. 5270
The program is designed to provide students with the opportunity
to acquire the professional know ledge, skills, attitudes, and
values needed to practice professioal nursing.
ilf you've been seriously considering a nursing career, or are"
just curious", call write or come in and talk to us.

NURSING AT RAVENSWOOD HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER COULD BE RIGHT FOR
YOU!

Kenwood, who is dating a black
man, said she is learning to overcome the obstacles which stem
from her relationship.
"I've heard people at school
saying 'she thinks she's black, all
she likes are black guys.' It doesn't
bother me. I don't care what
people say about me. I just do
what I want to:
On some occasions problems
can arise between the parent and

is involved in an interracial romance, said , "I don't mind, and am
not opposed.
"I treat this relationship as any
other relationship."
She said her son was the result
of an interracial relationship, and
was always exposed to different
cultures.
She said Gary has been 1n many
interracial relationships, and the
only problems that might arise

Mei Lee Yu, a sophomore at Senn,
said, "I'd maybe be a f riend , but I
wouldn't go as far as date him."
Nichola Benjam in, a freshman
at Bowen, said, "I think that people
should be concerned with keeping
their races pure."
"People should keep in touch
With their heritage, and they can't if
their all mixed up," agreed Thomas Brockman, a senior at Senn.
Some students feel !interracial

Illustration by Robert Englis h
student who is involved in an interracial relationship.
Marcus Green, a sophmore at
Morgan Park, saio, "I don't like it
{interracial dating} because it's
hard for parents to accept it."
A mother of two teenagers,
Mildred McGee, added, "Interracial dating is fine as long as the two
people involved are mature
enough to handle t he problems of
dating as well as those t hat arise
because of the differences in
race."
Other parents do not feel their
child's interracial dating poses a
problem.
Lydia Sarpy, whose son, Gary,

from them are those of any teenage relationship.
Theophilus Green, a psychologist who deals with relationship
problems, said, "In certain families
it may be a problem because of
cultural differences.
"Cultural differences are always
present. Different cultures have
different value systems ... what
may be acceptable to one cu lture
may be offensive to another," said
Green.
Some students say they would
not date someone outside of their
race.
When asked whether she would
date someone of a different race,

relationships, as any other relationshhip, should be based on
character and not color.
Therolyn Rodgers, a sophmore
at Hyde Park, said, "You should
choose by their character and not
on their skin color.·
"People are people, and it
doesn't matter what color you are
because you're both human ," said
Elizabeth Carter, a sophomore at
W ells.
Glass-Newman said, "Ti mes
are changing; it takes a lotto make
a comm ittment because of society. It is easy to love, but harder to
make the committment."

CINDERELLA SALONS, inc.

PROM SPECIAL
STOP IN AT YOUR COMPLETE IMAGE RENTAL SERVICE

Opening May, 89 ...
Rentals of Special Occasion Ensembles
*Introducing the Fantasy Collection
Evening Gowns
Dinner Suits
Afterfive Apparel

*Delivery Service available

*Specialty Hats, Shoes, and
Accessories

*Coming soon ...
Prince Charming Service

*Free Image Consulting consultation

*Makeovers by appointment

Salon: 2611 East 83rd Street, Chicago, IL 60617 (312) 221-6200
Next to Eva's Andante East Hair Designers
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PI g1n he psych wards
'.reenpsych
patients
fight 'crazy'
•
zmage
...continued from page 3
wards, said Robert Pasen, a psychologist who leads an adolescent
unit at Forest Psych-Care Hospital.
Twelve percent of teens under
18 in Amenca need psych1atric
care, according to the National
Association of Private Psychiatnc
Hospitals.
"There is a law in the state of
Illinois mandating that if a teen is
having trouble keeping up in
school or exhibiting any kind of
abnormal behavior, then he must
be treated in the least restrictive
environment first," said Ted Lee,
the community relations coordinator at Riveredge Hospital.
"A psychiatric hospital is a last
resort. The first step in treatment is
going to school in a special education district.
"The second step is outpatient
therapy." Only if these two a~ernatives fail in helping the teen,
should hospitalization be considered, Lee said.
Pasen said teens stay longer in
psychiartic hospitals than adu~s.
"One reason for this," he said,
"is the practical reality. Adults
have families to support and jobs
to hold so that they can't always
afford to be hospitalized as long as
they need to be."
Pasen also said teenage psychiatric patients differ from adu~
patients.
"Teenagers have different issues than adu~s which become
more complicated because they
don't have clear identities of themselves," Pasen said. "We also
have the luxury of treating them
longer because most teenagers
don't have jobs to rush back to."
Admitting a patient can be a
complicated procedure.
Unless a patient has tried to
commit suicide the patient will
usually be admitted by an outpatient therapist, said Cynthia Savage, a community relations representative at Hartgrove Hospital.
"Ws harder to get a diagnostic
assessment on an outpatient basis," she said.
When a teen volunteers to be
admitted, Savage said, ''there is
an insurance check and an admission interview to see if he really
needs to be there. Then he and his
parents sign admission forms."
During the interview, which
seems to be common to most
psychiatric hospitals, a professional - a police officer, psychiatrist or psychologist or a soc1al
worker - must complete a MHS
form for all under 18 admittances,
she said.
The MHS is a state-documented form about the condition
of th e patient at the time he 1s
admitted.
If a patient thinks he isn't getting
proper treatment or wants to be
discharged, he can sign a release
sheet to go to court
The patient's request will be

m

taken up with the hospital administration, and if his request if conside red valid, he will go to court.
The MHS is taken to court as proof
of the patient's condition by whoever opposes h1s request,
whether it is h1s doctors or his
parents.
Once in the hospital, a teen is
usually put on some kind of precaution until the patient's doctor
decides the teen is exhibiting
positive behavior
Photo by Nicole Holmes
On the S1 precaution a psychtech (psychology\technician) observes the patient every fifteen
Accordmg to the House Select
minutes and writes down the ob- Committee on Children, Youth
servation on a clipboard.
and Families, about 40 percent of
tf a patient is on S2 he would all hospitalizations each year ••.continued from page 3
have to wear hospital gowns (the (since 1970) later were found to
mad. The littlest things bother me who told them to bring me here
teens call them sheets), sleep in be "unnecessary."
here, but I think that's because after I slit my wrists.
the dayroom and be under staff
"Admitting ... is not black and that's all there is.) But on Sundays
Today Tracy, another patient,
supervision 24 hours a day. On S3 white," said Ted Lee, of Rivwe're supposed to change our showed me her scars. They travthe patient would be in the lnten- eredge. "Obviously it is not natural
sheets, vacuum, do laundry, and eled up and down her arms like
sive Care Service (ICS) in the for a teen to be locked up. That's
anything else that has to get done. train tracks. I was impressed and
hospital.
why we try to return them to the It was kind of fun. I hadn't done disgusted at the same time. "This
Other precautions are E1-E3, outside as soon as possible beone I did with a comb, • she told
which stands for elopement. On cause outpatient therapy is better anything like that at home for a
while. My mom always did my me.
E 1, the patient would have to wear for a teenager."
room and my brother's room for
People are so open here. All
sheets because few drivers would
"But," Lee continued, "if you me.
the
other patients have asked me
pick up a hitch-hiking teenager have someone who is a threat to
at one time or another why I'm
Sue,
the
head
nurse,
told
me
my
wearing a hospital gown.
himself or others ... all of a sudden
On E2, the patient would be the people who did those studies parents are supposed to come here. I always tell them depresunder 24 hour observation in the are screaming for hospitalization. visit today. My doctor wouldn't let sion, isolation and attempted suithem visit me for the first week. I've cide. One girl said, "No, really?
dayroom instead of every fifteen
"We try to prevent things like
minutes. On E3, once again the that before it happens," Lee said. been pretty homesick. I've cried Why are you really here?" I
patient would probably be in ICS. "Unfortunately, we don't get a nine time.> in the past seven days wouldn't say. So far everyone likes
More violent teens are put on A1- chance to refute studies (like the - I counted. I've never cried so me.
I told my parents on the phone
much in my entire life. In fact, I
A3, which stands for assault. The one mentioned above).
hardly ever cry. I think I'm more today not to let my brother visit. I
conditions are basically the same
Mike, 17, was involuntarily addon't want to see him.
as elopement, but a little more re- mitted to Chicago Reed Psychiat- sensitive here or something.
strictive.
ric Hospital twice, first for nine
Thursday, June 13,1988
Once off precautions, patients months and the second time for Monday, June 10, 1988
can earn privileges such as pizza one month.
My parAnts' visit yesterday was
My roommate is Keri. We've
night, movie night, McDonald's
"It was because my psychiatrist a disaste1. I wouldn't talk to them. been getting along pretty well. She
night, field trips, and so on by get- diagnosed me as manic-depres- I don't lik9 being here and they told me she tried to run away for
ting points for the positive behav- sive and homocidal," Mike said .
know it. My shrink was the one
...continued on next page
ior they exhibit.
•••continued on page 12 Lb~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"There is a staff meeting to talk
about every case," said Pasen.
"They will try to define the teen's
problems and tie them to the
diagnosis.Then they try to come
up with proposed interventions.
THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE & CAREERS
·(During the hospitalization) we
see whether or not the patient's
treatment plan should be
changed. We can't solve all of a
person's problems. We try to solve
as many major problems that led
to the admission."
"Once the teens are exhibiting
positive behavior we reward them
with passes home," Pasen said.
First three to four hour passes,
then 12 to 14. "The passes are a
ACT/SAT Review Courses Available
kind of test. We find out how the
Review Courses Available
patient will act when he doesn't
have staff watching.
Mathmatlcs
"We help parents set firmer limEnglish
its and help teens respond to
Social Studies
those limits," Pasen said.
Sciences
"(Another method of treatment
1s the) individual goal, or I.G.," sai
Summer Classes Now Forming
220 S. STATE (1 QUINCY COURT)
Pasen. "They are questions that
11TH FLOOR
Day
&
Evening
Call
IMMEDIATELY
deal with the patient's problem
areas
INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
"If a patient is withdrawn," he
said, "he would bo ass1gned to be
Free Textbook With Enrollment And This Ad
more active on the unit, like voluntearing things in group therapy •
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Life in a ps c
'Even though we're all in the
hospital for different reasons,
our feelings are the same. We all
feel depression, isolation, anger,
low self esteem and sometimes
abandonment.'
...continued from page 10
the second time while she was
stoned, so her parents brought her
here. This IS her third hospital.
She's tried to kill herself three
t1mes. Her uncle molested her for
a year when she was six and eight
months ago her boyfriend raped
her when she was drunk.
My problems seem so insignificant next to hers.
I found out after breakfast today
that I'm off S1. Laura and I are
going to make up a new program
that will include school. Now I'm on
level two. For lunch I get to eat in
the cafeteria. I'm in such a good
mood I
Saturday, June 15, 1988
Laura read the autobiography I
had to write. She said she wants to
talk to me later. I'm so scared.
12 a.m. the same day

one of the interviewing rooms in
the hall. It was small with a few
shelves of books and two chairs.
After I sat down I asked, "Where
were you?"
"What do you mean?" he asked.
'"I've been here for almost a
week and I haven't seen you. How
could you leave me alone here? I
don't know anyone! No one cares
about me here." I was crying and
he hugged me.
He said he'd only be able to see
me a few times a week because he
has so many other patients.
I went back to the dayroom and
sat down in a corner. I hate it here!
Noone cares if lliveordie.lfeel so
alone even when I'm with other
people. I was crying with my head
in my knees. Some kids came
over to see if I was OK and I waved
them away. I didn't want to talk to
anyone. They don't know how I
feel.

Tonight was Ryan's bye-bye Wednesday, June 19, 1988
group (What a name!). Laura told
Today Laura talked to me about
me they have the group so that
when patients are discharged my autobiography assignment.
they'll be prepared for the freedom She said she was already aware of
of being away from the security of why I was here because Dr. King
the hospital. I wanted to laugh told the staff who would be dealing
when she told me. How could with my case. I was kind of mad,
anyone get attached to this place? but Laura said they need to know
During the bye-bye group Ryan so that they can treat me effecaddressed everyone on the unit tively. I still don't think it's anyone
else's business that I've been
with some kind of farewell.
To me he said, "Kate, I don't sexually abused. They must hate
know you that well, but you seem me. Now I know why all of the staff
like a really nice person. Get your acts so distant. They must be so
issues resolved so you won't have repulsed. I wish Laura hadn't told
me that they know.
to be in here all summer.·
Then I had to say something
10 p.m. the same night
back to him. I don't even rememKeri got put in the quiet room
ber what I said; it wasn't all that
interesting.
tonight. She had a family session
The last person Ryan ad- with her parents and her dad told
dressed was David. ~hey've been her she has a bad attitude and that
best friends and roommates since she'll probably be- doing drugs all
they got here three months ago. her life. They got into a big fight,
David's been pretty upset since he from what I heard, and her doctor
heard Ryan was leaving.
didn't do a thing.
When Keri came back to the
I just can't believe they're so
close. Ryan is the bookworm type unit, she was punching walls and
with glasses, acne and shirts with swearing, "That son-of a bitch! I
sleeves so short his wrists always hate him!"
The staff herded the rest of the
stick out.
David is a street kid. He is in AA kids into the day room, as the interand NA (Narcotics Anonymous). com sounded, "Male calli Male call
David is loud and rowdy and Ryan to adolescent unit, stat!"
All of the male staff from the
is quiet and intense. Somehow
they're both leaders, though. We other units rushed to ours and
pulled Keri into the quiet room. I
all listen to them.
When Ryan said his goodbye, heard her through the dayroom
"You fucking
only a few words came out about door yelling
how he would miss him, and David assholes! Get your hands off me."
Tracy whispered in my ear as
said the same thing. Ryan was
crying and David was struggling we watched, "When I get rowdy,
not to do the same. His face was they have to forty-four me."
I turned to her. "What's that?"
twisted up and as they met in a
Tracy grinned. "They get you
powertul hug, David broke down,
down on the ground and pull all
too.
I was astonished. How could four limbs behind your back until
they have gotten so close in only you calm down. They know if they
don't I'll kick 'em in the balls."
three months?
I laughed. "Don't you get in
During snack time my shrink,
Dr. King, called me out of the trouble?·
"'Sure. After that I usually get
dayroom and I went to see h1m in

r
put in restraints for a couple of
hours, but I don't care."
Sometimes I wish I could be
violent like Tracy, but I really have
no reason to be. I'd be afraid
people would get mad at me.
I can't remember if I wrote that
I'm off S 1 now so I get to go to
school and everything. Even
going to school is better than sitting in the dayroom all day. School
is just as easy as I thought it would
be. None of the classes are bigger
than 10 people. ~·s fun because
Keri is in a few of my classes and
we pass notes a lot.
In the cafeteria the food is hot
and we get real silverware, not
plastic. We eat with people from
other units, too. They look pretty

some of us to the activity therapy
shop. Some of the guys bui~
model cars, some of the girls
baked chocolate cookies (we
weren't allowed to eat them until
snack time anyway) and Keri and
I made !-shirts.
I spattered paint on mine with a
brush so that it made a design. On
the sleeve I painted a jail number,
like prisoners have on their uniforms. Laura laughed when she
saw it. "You're so dramatic," she
told me.
Laura told me later I have to
speak to some people from the
Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and the police
about the abuse I went through.
Mhough the abuse stopped a

normal to me.
Sometimes I feel scared,
though. Now that no one is watching me anymore I can do whatever
I want, except go to other units, of
course. Our unit is locked.
So anyway, I'm sleeping alone
tonight until Keri is allowed to
come out of the quiet room. Tracy
told me it's a small white windowless room with a peephole in
the door so that staff can watch
you. No padded walls. I was surprised.
It's about 11 o'clock now. Long
past lights out. It's dark in here and
the staff forgot to come to close the
blinds between the two panes of
unbreakable glass that make up
my window.
The moon is bright over the
grass outside my window. It casts
shadows through the trees and
they fall into my room in strange
shapes. I shiver and burrow into
my blankets. I can hear Keri
pounding on the door of the quiet
room and swearing again.

while ago, Laura said when the
hospital finds out about an abuse
case, it's the law that they report it
to the police and DCFS just so that
they have a record of it.
When I asked why, Laura said,
"If the offender is arrested again,
they'll have any past offenses on
file so that it'll be easier to convict
him."
"'But my grandfather is dead.'
Laura smiled and shrugged. 'I
know it'll be hard for you, but the
law is the law. I'll be there for you,
if you want me to.·
I nodded. I didn't want to talk
about what had happened. Since
my grandfather had died two years
ago, I'd been firm about trying to
forget anything ever happened.
When I told Laura that, she
shook her head sadly. "But Kate,
seven years is a long time to try to
forget."

Thursday, June 20, 1988
Last night as I was falling
asleep, I heard Keri's shouting get
louder and over my bed I saw my
grandfather laughing. His eyes
were dark and bright and his fly
unzipped as he laughed at me.
The laughing got louder and I
whispered, "Shut up! I hate you!
Shut upl"l think I was crying when
I fell asleep.
Monday, June 24, 1988
Today after school Laura took

Wednesday, June 26, 1988
Today I did an I.G with Mark, a
psych-tech. An I.G. is short for an
individual goal, in other words, a
short term goal for my hospitalization to guide me toward my discharge date, or D.C. date. I have to
discuss it with staff. Everyone has
to do them. Usually staff advisors
make them up as they get to know
their patients. Laura says I have to
finish mine or I might not get to
level three this week.
The I.G. was "How can !learn to
be less self destructive?" Mark
and I established I would have to
raise my self esteem a lot so that I
wouldn't want to hurt myself any-

more. Mark said I would have to
take risks to raise my self esteem.
I asked why.
"'If every time you take a risk,
you succeed, you'll feel a lot more
confident about yourself, won't
you? And if you fail once in a while,
then you just know you have to try
again."
"'But I don't want to fail.'
'"Kate, if you're always a perlectionist, you'll never be truly happy
with yourself."
"' Maybe when I'm self destructive I'm not all that happy, but at
least I know what to expect."
"'Then I guess you'll have to
choose between being secure and
being happy."

Phot o by Nicole Holmes
Monday July 1, 1988
I've been going to a group for
physically and sexually abused
kids for the past couple of weeks.
Laura was the one who convinced me to go and Keri's going
with me. We were both pretty
scared at first (actually I still am),
and I still don't talk too much. The
group leader, a social worker
named Barbara Warner, won't let
me drift away.
She always asks me questions
after someone else talks like, "Do
you feel that way, too, Kate?" or
"What do you think, Kate?"
Even though the experiences of
the girls in group are different, our
feelings are the same. That's a
common saying around the hospital. Even though we're all in the
hospital for different reasons, our
feelings are the same. We all feel
depression, isolation, anger, low
self esteem and sometimes abandonment.
But it's a strange feeling knowing that the other girls in my group
know about me.
Tuesday, July 2, 1988
Today I talked to DCFS and the
police. Laura made them come on
the same day because she didn't
want to put me through talking to
strangers about the abuse twice.
The man from DCFS was nice.
He was a soft-spoken man with
gray hair Alii had to do, he'd said
was tell about any experiences I'd
had with my grandfather that had

...continued on page 12
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...continued from page 10
"I hated rt. I was behind locked
doors and they kept me drugged
thad
up (drugs are a common me
of treating manic depressives).

there must be a reason why you
drink' and 1 resented the whole
thing..
Tammy, 17, was in Forest
Psych-Care Hospital for about

fi

t 'craz ' image

learned in the hospital helped, "but
not so much anymore. There were
some benefrts, but not much. 1got
a lot out of problem-solving
groups. They focused on things I

wasn't all family problems. We
talked about things I had control
over, not things I just have to accapt."
h
However, for some teens, as-

they can see. Tammy said, "The
only reason I went in was because
we were at the police station after
I ran away and I didn't want to go
home, so I asked to be put (in a

said. She jingled her keys impatiently.
"No."I held my arm in toward my
stomach. Ann tried to pull it out, but
I wouldn't let her and she j ust got
blood on her fingers. She called
Dan to come in again.
I liked Dan. He gently asked me
to show him my arm. I did. I heard
Dan whisper, "Oh my God."l
hadn't realized there was so much
blood and I felt weak.
Dan made me wash my arm and
cut my fingernails. I cried as I cut
them and my hands were shaking
so much I could barely do it.
Dan watched me and he whispered softly, "Why did you do it,
Kate? Why?" I just shook my
head. I wanted to end the pain.

sketch and color with Crayolas
when we have freet1me on our
programs. I feel like a little kid
During group when the rest of the
unit comes back from school, I
always sit on the floor in front of
Keri or Erica and they play with my
hair.
Today Laura asked me when
I'm going to get better.! don't know
if I want to. I wouldn't mind staying
here if I could see my old fnends,
too. I just wish I could feel the
grass with my bare feet and feel
the wind in my hair. I haven't been
outside for weeks .

~th;r;ee~m;o~nt;h;s~.S~h~e~s~a;id;;_;w~h;a;t;sh~e~~c~a~n~d~o~t;o;;m~a;k~e;;m.;y.lif;;e~be~tt;;e.r,~rt--~p;;rt;;a;;liz;;a;;ti;;o;;n;;is;;;;th;;e;;o;;n;;ly~a-lte;;r;;n;;at;;iv;;e;;;;;;h;;os;;p;;it;;a;;l);;.";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1it

They (the staff) didn't care about
anyone in the hospital.
r.
"There were cramped living arrangements, too," Mike said. "In a
room where there were only supposed to be two people there were
five.
...continued from page 11,
"I didn't want to be helped either
so I guess that had something to hurt me 1n any way.
So I told him how my grandfado with it," Mike said. "I was in (the
hospital) because I had a bad ther made me have sex with him
attitude ...being in there only made when I was seven and how he
me madder. I'm not on med1cat1on continued making me for seven
anymore but I am still see1ng the years. I told h1m how he'd hit me if
same psychologist. She's help1ng I didn't do something right and how
now... because my attitude is bet- he threatened to kill me and my
parents if I told anyone.
ter."
I told him how my grandfather
Other "unnecessary" hospital
stays may involve admittance for would laugh at me when he raised
his hand and pretended to hit me
the wrong reasons.
Angelina, 18, was in Riveredge just to see me flinch. When he was
Hospital for about six weeks. She done with me, I would cower in a
was admitted for drug and alcohol corner until he left or until my paraddiction and she said the prob- ents came home. I told the man
lem was ''they only deal w ith the from DCFS how happy I'd been
problems that come from drugs when my grandfather died two
and alcohol, not drugs and alcohol years ago.
The police officer scared me.
as a problem itself. A psychiatric
hospital isn't a place for someone Even though he was in plain
clothes, I could see the bulge of
with drug and alcohol problems."
Angelina recently was dis- his gun under his arm, and his curt
charged from Parkside, a drug and manner made me ashamed. He
alcohol rehabiliation center. She didn't care about my feelings at all,
said a psychiatric hosprtal couldn't that was obvious; I was just anhave helped her because "I didn't other case to him.
I told the police officer as little as
have a real psychiatric problem.
They (the staff) kept saying, 'But possible. When he asked me to tell
him where my grandfather had
touched me I was paralyzed.
Laura wasn't even there because
he had come while she was at
lunch. I felt helpless. I couldn't
talk.
"Do you want me to bring in
some anatomically correct dolls
and yo_\.1 can point to the places?"
the officer asked.
My face burned. I knew what
those dolls were for! They're for
little kids who don't know the
names for sexual parts or are too
scared to say them ! I felt like
crying. I couldn't say words like
breast or vagina; they feel dirty in
my mouth and I always feel
ashamed after I say them.
So we sat there for a while and
just as he was about to go get the
dolls, Laura walked in. The officer
Tesla/Arts of Living
explained to her what was going
Alternative High Schools
on and she looked at me. I looked
will be open for summer
back at her trembling. Laura
and fall enrollment.
turned back to the man. 'I don't
thmk that 1nlormat1on is necesFor more info please call:
sary, Officer.·
"But-" he protested.
North
"'Really," Laura said firmly.
721 N. LaSalle
"That's all."
337-3050
Then the officer left and Laura
put an arm around me. "I'm sorry,
South
Kate. I'm really sorry. Sometimes
6657 S. Kimbark
people can be so unfeeling. •
947-5080
I was still trembling .

Living in a psych ward

Don't
forget!!!

•

summer workshop deadlines.
See page 8 and
the ad at the
bottom of this
page

PREGNANT?

Wednesday July 3, 1988
I got in trouble last night. I'm not
even sure why I did it. I think it's
because I was so upset after talking to the police officer.
I just felt so angry I hate myself
and I hate my grandfather. I can't
do anything right. Laura hasn't
been too happy with me because a
couple of days ago I found a staple
in the rug and scratched my arm
with it.
I think Keri had a family session
or something and I was pacing in
my room. I felt trapped ; I wanted to
talk to someone. It was after lights
out, so I knocked on my door.
That's a rule for when you want to
leave your room after lights out, to
go to the bathroom, or whatever.
Dan was watching the hall tonight and he opened my door. I
asked him if I could go take a time
out, which is voluntary time in the
quiet room.
Dan told me to wait and went up
to the front desk to talk to the other
staff about rt. Then he came back
and said OK.
I followed him up the hall to the
quiet room, which is right next to
the front desk. Dan unlocked the
door and I walked in. Dan left the
door open a crack.
I sat down in a corner where rt
would be hard to see me from
either of the peepholes in the door,
and I folded my arms across my
stomach .
When you take a time out,
you're supposed to release any
anger you might have by yelling or
hitting the walls or whatever. But I
couldn't do it. I listened to the staff
talking at the front desk and I
thought they must be laughing at
me because I took a time out for
nothing.
I felt so stupid, so worthless. I
had to do something.
I looked down and saw my arm.
Most of my scars had healed. I put
my thumbnail, which was pretty
long, on one of the · scars and
started scratching. Five minutes
later I heard someone at the door,
but I didn't stop scratching. Silently
tears ran down my face and my
chest felt tight.
I heard someone say, "Dan,
come look at this. She's scratching
her arm again.·
Ann came in instead. "Stand up,
Kate."
I stood up.
"Let me see your arm," Ann

Don't Read Thisll!
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Unless you're interested in:
Illustration
Photography
Publication Design
Apply Now for Youth Communication's Graphics and Photography Workshop
The seven week workshop runs from July 5th through August 18, and will takes place
at YC's d?wnt?~n offices, 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor. Stop by to fill out an application
or call Enc Williams at 663-0543 for more Information. Applications are due by 4
p.m., Friday, June 2nd.
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Thursday, July 4, 1988
Some of the girls make games
about their scratches. One girl
scratched the name of the hospital
on her leg. I wonder why the guys
don't make scratches, too.
I think it's because guys are
brought up to be less self destructive than ~iris. When guys get mad
they just punch a wall or yell and
scream.
A lot of the girls just cry and hurt
themselves when they're angry at
other people. Laura says I do that
all the time. I set myself up to get
hurt because my self esteem is so
low that I want to see myself fail.
And whenever I scratch up my
arms (before I did it with a key that
staff forgot to take away while I
was on S1. I wasn't allowed to
have any sharp objects.) my
shrink says it's because I'm really
angry at my grandfather, who I
can't hurt, so I hurt myself instead.
Anyway, now I'm on S1 again.
Laura yelled at me to stop playing
games with her and to make up my
mind if lwasgoingtogetbetter. l'm
so confused.
Laura said if I act positively my
doctor will probably take me off S1
soon.
Acting positively is the last thing
I want to do.
Friday, July 5, 1988
Tonight is pizza night, but of
course I can't go because I'm still
on S1.1'm so mad at myself. Once
again I'm stuck in the dayroom all
day having staff watch me.
Me and a couple other kids on
precautions pretend to make up
wa s to esca . Staff lets us

Wednesday, July 15, 1988
Barbara Warner, the leader of
the abuse group, has been talking
to me more and more. She knows
everything I feel. It's so eerie. She
knows how ashamed I feel, how
dirty, how I think everyone hates
me.
But the good thing is she says I
don't have to feel like that. I have
accepted the fact that my grandfather was a sick man and that the
abuse wasn't my fault. I just think
accepting it is like saying it's all
right. Barb says it's just a way of
living with it. I just don't know.
By the way, I just got off S1. I
was stuck in the dayroom for almost two weeks.
Friday, July 17, 1988
I can't believe it! I'm going
home! My D.C. date is on Monday,
the 20th. I've been here a lrttle over
six weeks. Dr. King says I've been
ready for at least a week after I
tried to hurt myself, but he wanted
to be sure.
My parents were here tonight
and they met Barb. They said I'll
probably be seeing more of her
instead of Dr. King when I get back
outside because she deals more
exclusively with abuse cases.
I think I'll be OK. Barb says I
have a more positive outlook and
that I'm not self destructive anymore. I had to make a contract
with my parents that I'll tell them if
I feel like hurting myself.
I know I have to deal with the
anger I feel toward them, too. After
all, seven years is a long time not
to notice anything. But I think the
anger is probably why I didn't want
to talk to them when I first was
admitted.
l'r1tscared of what my l~e will be
like now. But I think I'll be OK. •

GET INVOLVED,
MAKE NEW FRIENDS,
LEARN AND TEACH OTHERS
This summer, Project College Bound teens
will create a handbook on the basics of the
college admission's process.
Join us to help create the manual and/or
to help staff our College Resource Center
open to teens from across Chicago.
For more information, call 663-0543 and
ask for Charles.

Disabled teens 'tough it out'
'In a way, having
a disability
is a charm.'
-Kim Collins

By Sarah Karp and Elijah Shaw
On his first day at Mather,
Markquise Salther hardly talked to
anyone. He eyed the hall with fear
and wonder. He wondered if
people would accept him or his
disability.
Salther, now a sophomore, has
brittle bones. Brittle bones mean
that one's bones lack the iron they
need. This can cause bones to
shatter like glass.
After the first day at school
people started to get to know him.
"It is not like I could say, 'hey,
you be my friend.' But people
started to recognize me and say
'hi.' Then I began to joke around
and developed friendships. Basically, I like to do things that most
~ids do, I love to play basketball."
said Salther.
But isn't that dangerous?
"Yes, but most of the people I
play with know and if somone
comes along who doesn't know
they warn him, • says this articulate teenager.
His big eyes got smaller as he
leaned back on the chair and
grabbed the table. "I know my limit,
I know the extent I can go to."
Even though they have apparent disabilities, the disabled teens
interviewed by New Expression
said they make people notice
them and not their disabilities.
They do this by having strong personalities.
Salther is settling into the "mainstream," meaning that he goes to
school and interacts with people
who are not disabled.
He started his high school career at Foreman, but when he had
an operation he was sent to
"homebound school." Homebound schooling means that a
teacher comes over and explains
the assignments and then she
leaves until the next day. By the
next day the student is expected to
have all the assignments completed.

"I dislike it because I want to be
around other teens. I enjoy the
company of people."
Salther never knows when he is
going to be injured or when he will
need another operation, but he
does know he has a future the
same as everyone else.
Raquel Adorno has a very mild
case of cerebral palsy that causes
her to limp. She said, "My friends
treat me like anyone else. We love
to go out to lunch together."
Adorno, a senior at Mather, gets
along with people with ease. She
was elected senior class vicepresident and is a monitor, Her
limp doesn't stop her.
"I really get around!!!" she said
enthusiastically.
Her attitude is that "people are
people," said Adorno.
Adorno and Salther have disabilities that are not too noticeable, but Julie Sak has a disability
which is visable.
Sak has cerebral palsy, which
affects her walking, writing and
speech. This freshman has blond
curls and large- framed glasses.
"It's hard to have a disablity; the
normal people laugh at you, • she
said.
What makes someone normal?
At this Sak laughed, but then
she had a little trouble answering
the question. "You know, the regular people, with no problems."
"At school sometimes I feel left
out, like I can't play volleyball during gym. Though I like to be in the
'mainstream,' I did enjoy going to
the camp for kids with palsy," she
said. "Everyone fits in and you feel
all right."
Even with a noticeable disability, Sak overcomes the stigma of
cerebral palsy by being friendly.
Most of the time she ends up doing
things that most teens do. "I like to
go to the mall and shop," she said.
Speaking unclearly, she proudly
said "I can ride a bike."
Does it bother you when people
can't understand what you say?

Photo by Marco Rios
"No, I just tell myself 'oh well,'"
said Sak.
Kim Collins , also from Mather,
rides a wheelchair. She looks at
her disability in the best way that
she can.
"In a way, having a disability is a
charm. When a guy sees you in
one he might ask you a question
and then you might begin to talk. It
is a great icebreaker," says
Collins.
Collins admits that not everyone
respects her because of her disability.
"There are a few bad seeds,
sure, but most people are really
sweet," she said.
Collins, like Sak, gets to do her
share of what other teens do.
"I have to do the dishes and
everything ."
Francis Gatziolis, a resource
counselor from Mather, deals with
the disabled teenagers in the
school and describes the environment in which they learn.
"They have to be really independent to survive here. For instance they have to use the washroom by themselves because
there is no one here to help them
with that. At other schools, like
Spaulding where there are only
disabled students, there are large
amounts of faculty and the students become sheltered."
"Many of the students would
rather be here where they can

learn and grow by t hemse lves,"
she said.
Many people who deal with disabled teens believe, like Gatziolis,
that an independant environment
is good for most disabled teens.
Most non- disabled teens that
New Expression interviewed
seemed to like the idea. In fact,
Alexandra Glier, a sophomore
from Lincoln Park, accepts them
and would not try to avoid becoming friends with a handicapped
teen.
"They are also God's creations
and they are just as good as anyone else," said Glier.
Chris Ward, a junior from Hyde
Park, wouldn't feel weird but he
would worry about how the handicapped teen would feel.
"They might feel bad because
they are different from everybody
else," said Ward.
Ellane White, a practicing theraptist, thinks that unless the child
has a serious handicap he/she

should be in a school with nonhandicapped students.
"It allows them to learn from
each other, and shows that people
with a disability can deal with life
like everyone else."
White works with a handicapped student named Paul
Baxter. Paul is mute and cannot
talk but is very expressive in other
ways: "I do a lot of writing and like
to paint. Not having a voice
doesn't mean I can't speak; it
means I have to be more creative
to get my point across."
Paul's mother is a certified
teacher who teaches him at
home. Next year, (his sophomore
year), Paul hopes to go to a public
school.
"People say you can't go to
public school if you're mute,but
isn't that kind of predjudiced? My
handicap won't stop me from taking tests or having gym."
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The staff of New Expression would like to
take this opportunity to
thank all of our advertisers, who have given us
such wonderful patronage this year.
You are a greatly appreciated group
we
don't take for granted .
We wish all of you continued success in the
years to come.
Thank You!
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Illustrations by Lorraine Reyes

POETS
A Possible Never
Green death lay upon us
And we shut all our doors
We shut all our minds
And got into our cars
And we drove to the mall
We tried on a mink
What do you think?
I like it dyed pink.

it left behind
while hunters stalk
with buzzing chainsaws
the prey that's left
but they passed me by
I stand alone

Alexandra Grwske
Lane Tech

them to themselves, to scratch out
an exsistence. They make terrible
corpes,
among the
pitiful flowers ...
Does our fury stem from neglect?
Not everyone hates these people,
At least, nobody driving by in this
car.

Then to the salon
I want a bufon
And back to the house

It is only natural that we should look
and look at their Poverty and
Violence
and Drugs,
and think, while an ambulance
goes by. How different these lives
are
from our own.

When the dog barked
We went to the park
Too bad I forgot the
e scooper

We do not want them to resent us as
we
stare, and it is only
natural that they
should
think we have more than enough.

He went here and there
Even on the neighbors lawn
And the paper said
There's a plague ahead

We drive on, we drive on,
when we speaak to each other
our voices are a little gruff.

Workers earn it,
Women spend it,
Theives steal it,
Bankers lend it,
Stock- brokers invest it,
Teenagers need it,
Parents save it,
Nerds count it,
Gocfies lose it,
Robin Givens loves it,
The Government makes it,
The I.R.S. takes it,
The rich have it,
The dying leave it,
And I could sure use it!!!

Alexandra Gnoske

Lane Tech

My Heart Melts Like
American Cheese
My heart melts like American
Cheese,
The cheese on a grilled cheese
sandwich,
My heart melts into soft, squishy
goo,
Every time I look at you.

Alexandra Grwske
Lane Tech

Gerard Brice
Kenwood

Don't Call Me "Black"
To call someone "Black"
is a very serious thing.
I'm not some color
I'm a human being.
Black is a color
not a race, and if you have
accepted it, our ancestors
would consider you a disgrace.
It is rather sad,
sad to me, that we
have lost respect for ourselves.
Am I the only one to see?

As time passed, our names
have changed. We went from
"Nigger",
a word I hate to write. To
"Colored", as though we're some
strange, unusual type.

I stand alone
in this field of grass
yellow and burnt
dried to dust
the hot sun burning
its yellow piercing rays
beating upon what is left
sucking up the moisture
in this barren land
I stand alone
where creatures once roared
they crept and crawled
sang and soared
their ever abundance
so loud and alive
ll1 the wet moistened land
once green and fertile
I stand alone
The fiery rage
humt out and dead
c harred and grey

II

eternity

Lydia David
Clemenle

The next time someone says you're
a Black woman or Black man,
show your Intelligence and Pride
and Shout, ''I'm not Black, I'm an
Afro
- American."

Gerald Brice
Kenwood

Robert Taylor Homes,
Chicago
The dry fee.l ing swallowed my soul
(Only a wh1le, for the policeman is
on his way)
These people walk the1r
battered gardens and we see
ourselves fortunate as we look at·
them, in their gardens where De bris
is life, and Crime is home. Graffi tu
covers this place,
hke
spots on a ti ger, and no o ne dares to
enter hi s den.
Everyone IS saymg that these people
arc s1mply a shadow m the night,
and a blo t upon our City. We leave
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Untitled
In the morning

I stretched empty.
Space
In the dent of the pillow
By my own.
I draw one leg up
Push the other out.
Feel the cold smooth sheets
That held someone else
Before.
The sheets were warm
When your sun-kissed fingers
Touched me
In dark places
And made me bright
Caressing, smooth, and
Teasing.
Our door was closed
But the cat still heard
Our laughter.
The sheets cooled
And I rolled over.
I didn't see the
Space.
Cold rolling wetness
On my cheeks
In the morning
When I stretched empty.

Debbie Flapan
Von Steuben

Darkness
After That Night
I Don't Feel Safe
Anymore

Suddenly, I turned around and
walked to a swing.
For a second 1 just sat there
on this blue swing with graffitti
written all over it.

No one had the right to take me by
force
Yet that is what he did with no
remorse
No one had the right to strip me of
my dignity
Yet that is what he did so arrogantly
No one had the right to terrorize my
life
Yet that is what he did with so much
anger and strife

Hello, I am darkness, a.k.a. night
When I take root normal people go
hide.
I smother, like ebon vomit, light
While robbers and rapists take me irt
stride.
The moon is my friend and I give
him shine;
In return he decapitates the sun
In an intense eclipse that makes day
mine.
And when that happens I have lots
of fun.
Night is playtime for bats and
mosquitoes.
Night, when people often engage in
sex,
When comets fly like airborne torpedoes,
And when witches implant humans
with a hex.
Know when I spread my dark cape
far and near
I'm an entity of wonder and fear.

Then I began to swing first slow
then harder and harder.

My life has changed unwillingly
While he walks the streets unfairly

Duluan Sco/1
Julian

They say I must learn to cope and
stand tall
While the Pledge of Allegiance still
says ... "and Justice for All."

Visions

Alone
I was all alone. Not lonely.
I felt as if everything, every noise,

Call me Afro - American, as
we should be named. Not
some degrading color,
that always remain the same.

I Stand Alone

I may not have time, but I do have

MONEY

So I pulled down the shade
And flipped through Cosmo.

Now crisp and black at the edges,
The smoke rises from inside of me
This once fresh bread - cheese too'
Grilled and black because of you:

Some people may say its unfair
I thartk God he gave me fourteen
years of wonderful memories
It is true, I will die soon
But the Lord has said my soul will
live forever
I do not grieve for the future I will
never see
Instead, I rejOice for the e~emity my
soul will enjoy

Gerard Brice
Kenwood

We contemplated what to do
We turned on the telly
And when we looked out of the
window
We saw no Green Death

Tears fall from my eyes creating
puddles,
Steam rises as they hit the frying
pan,
Falling apart - ripping in two
Knowing I can't be with you.

children
Now I can no longer speak above a
whisper

every movement
was far away. Even the things I
touched escaped my reality.
Walking through the park the wind
was cold and hard but didn't sting
no pain, no feeling.
The mud stuck to my shoe and
I didn't even care.

I almost went home.

Ev~rything, every noise, every
votce, every movement came
back to me. I felt
everything.

I cried hard so hard my head hurt
and I had to stop the swing.
The sun blasted its power onto me
and I was warm.
I cried. And cried.

No one had the right to violate me
Now he walks freely
No one had the right to hurt me
Yet he did it repeatedly
No one had the right to terrify me
Yet he did it without sympathy
No one had the right to beat me
Yet he did it brutally

Lydia David
ClemenJe

Untitled

Sarah Karp
Lincoln Park

Through hazy drifting webs,
I caught a fleeting glimpse
Of falling irlsects
Like a misty spring shower.
The kind of creature
that scuttles across the floor.
The kind of mist
that makes my hair frizz.

I Thought I Had More
Time

From through the mist
I heard a laugh
Chillingly sweet.
I shivered and turned away
As the mist disappeared.

Finally, I looked up and no one was
there. Not even o ne kid.
And I was scared.
I got up and ran home as fast as I
could.

I used to Jove to run and play
Now 1 can no longer walk
I used to love to spend time with my
fri ends
Now they seldo m visit
I used to Jove to look at flowers and
s tare at the stars
No w I c an no longer see
I used to lo ve to lis ten to the sounds
of music
No w I c an no longer hear
I used lO love to sit and read to little

The other day (although the sun was
shining)
The mist c ame ba~;k.
I heard the rattling
and clicking
Of insects hitting floor.
They crawled toward me
On all fours
Or all hundr eds
I'm no t sure.
I ran.

Debbie Flapan
\ on S1euben

Darkness fell as I strolled down the
side street
Thinking, wondering of a cool day
to come,
Wishing for winter despising the
heat.
Aee the city, try to get out of the
slumA powerful wish to fly far away.
As one scene fades another comes
to mind
None like the other, for this scene
was gay.
My eyes opened to such a surprise
in time
As I stood in the midst of fields of
grain.
There I stare into the deepest part
And I await for the ground thirsting
for rain
So that it may quench the earth's
dried-out heart.
In the blink of an eye, visions
passed by
And in that time, in bed did I still
lie.

Chelsea D. Mills
Julian

EDITORIAL Keep Affirmative Action alive
In the two decades since the
Civil Rights Movement, some
things have changed and others
have not in the area of race relations.
Civil rights legislation passed in
the 1960s brought about social
integration of public accommodations. In the 1970s, formerly disfranchised groups entered the
political arena as elected officials.
But now, in the 1980s, AfricanAmericans and Hispanics are still
held hostage by a legacy of racism.
This gross racial disparity is
most prominent in the arena of
higher education. The enrollment
of African-American and Hispanic
students has declined significantly in the past ten years.
Attempts have been made to
rectify this situation through the
use of affirmative action in college
admission. Despite the complaints of people who argue that
such programs have "gone too far"
and discriminated against white
students, affirmative action is a
necessary measure to rectify racial injustice.
Preferential adm ission attempts to compensate for the fact
that African-American and Hispanic students are more likely
than white students to have a poor
· educational background.
Ideally, inner city schools need
more funding for qualified teachers and better learning facilities.
However, affirmative action does
open the doors of educational
opportunity for students who are
prepared to enter them.
At the core level, preferential
admission compensates for and
levels out the disadvantage that
Hispanics, and particularly African-Americans inherited. All college applicants cannot be treated
equally in the admissions process,

when they lack a common starting
point. For example, AfricanAmericans still suffer from 200
years of brutal slavery and 100
more of legal segregation and
discrimination.
Affirmative action merely safeguards against a lack of diversity
on college campuses and attempts by racist admission officers to reject certain applicants
solely on the basis of their skin
color.
Despite arguments to the contrary, such policies do not discrim inate against white college applicants because of the nature of the
admissions process itse~.
According to college admissions officers, applicants are divided into various pools in order to
form a diverse class. Separate
pools exist for athletes, excep-
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tional scholars, as well as minorities. Therefore, when an AfricanAmerican student is admitted with
a total SAT score of 1000 and a
white student with a score of 1200
is rejected, this does not qualify as
reverse discrimination. Thus, minority students compete primarily
with other minorities, not with
white students.
While affirmative action provides African-American and Hispanic students with opportunities
to attend college, it does not guarantee the academic and social
survival of these students at predominately white institutions. So,
every college should institute
academic support services that
provide students with tutorial assistance in all academic subject
areas. Also, many African-American and Hispanic students find it

difficult to learn in an environment
that is uncomfortable for them.
College administrators can rectify
this situation by hiring more minority faculty members, instituting
cu rricu la that relates to the minority experience, and taking disciplinary action against students who
perpetrate racial animosity and
hostility on campus.
Since African-American and
Hispanics continue to suffer from
racial discrimination that exists in
higher education, affirmative action provides these students with
access to college. However, preferential admission should only be
a temporary measure. The true
solution lies in the reformation of
institutions that accept injustice
and participate in racism.

Abortion denies women the miracle of life

By Veronica Baum
she "got caught", God is trying to
To a young mother, the first cry tell her something. If He didn't
of her newborn baby is one of the want her to get pregnant, believe
most beautiful sounds she will me, she wouldn't have.
ever hear. The physical pain of
The debate has gone all the way
labor and the emotional and men- to the Supreme Court, and I think
tal stress of the last nine months all abortion should be illegal.
A
fade away and she looks upon a woman does not have the right to
living, breathing miracle.
do what she wants with her body,
Yet there are some mothers and an unborn baby has the right
who do not get a chance to expe- to live. The making and selling of
rience this. They have chosen alcohol was once illegal. It was
abortion, the killing of the fetus finally made legal. Alcohol is used
inside them that so desperately for special purposes or entertainwants to live.
ment. I can't th ink of murder as
Abortion is irreversible. Once a being entertaining or pleasing to
mother decides to kill her baby, society.
there is no turning back. She can't
If abortion continues to be legal,
say at the end, "I want my baby then the law is saying, "This is
back!" Abortion is horrifyingly real. right. This will protect society and
That mother will never have a maintain order.· Killing unborn
chance to know the baby she al- fetuses will destroy our future
lowed to die. She will never have society, not protect it. And if murthe joy of holding it, of hearing the der is made legal, there won't be
first word . She will never know order for a long time. The authoriwhat it would have looked like. ties might as well release John
She will never have the chance to Wayne Gacy, James Earl Ray,
love and cherish it as the center of Lee Harvey Oswald, and give
her life. She will be forever away free crack and load Uzis.
haunted by the ghost of her unJust think for a moment about
born child.
some famous people in history.
Many young mothers choose The world would never have heard
abortion because they say, "I of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. if his
made a mistake." Well, which is mother had decided, "I mad e a
worse : having sex with someone mistake.• John F. Kennedy would
who happens to be the ''wrong have never existed if his mother
guy• or being responsible for mur- had decided, "It's too soon." The
der? Some say, "I got caught. " world never would have heard of
"Getting caught" is no excuse for Ghandi if his mother had said, "I
murder. If she didn't want a baby, got caught." And may the Lord
why did she do what she did? If have mercy if Mary had decided, "I

don't want this Holy Spirit in me.·
If abortion continues, think of all
the future leaders that might perish. One might say, "We could be
killing future criminals, too, • but
who wants to play guessing
games? There is good and bad in
every person, in every race, denomination and nationality. No
one can predict how a person will
develop, how he will think, act and
what he will contribute to society.
To play Russian roulette with a life
while trying to judge the character
of that life before it is even begun
is a despicable way to play God.
Some women may ask, "What if
I'm raped?" lfonepersoncommits
a sin against you , does that mean
that you have to commit a sin
against yourse~ and another life ?
Two wrongs do not make a right.
There are so many unfortunate
women out there who will never be
able to have children and so many
husbands who are impotent and
unable to impregnate their wives.
If a women has been raped, she
can go through the trauma of giving birth and give that baby to
someone who does. After all, is it
not bettet to give than to receive?
To forgive and forget?
Although abortion is not a complicated "operation,• it does have
its consequences. Many women,
once they have an abortion (or
abortions), can never have children again. They have to pay for
that "one error" with their ability to
reprod uce.

Abortion, unfortunately, does
not involve just the mother and the
baby. The boyfriend of husband
will have to endure the mother's
decision too. He will never see the
child , will never be able to count its
fingers or toes, will never be able
to hear it say, "Daddy," will never
be able to take it to a football game
or read it a bedtime story, and will
never receive a handmade card
with the scrawled words, "Happy
Father's Day."
One of the most significant
people involved in the abortion is
the doctor. He is the one who must
actually kill the baby. That doctor
must go home every night and
think about all the babies he killed.
When the doctor is asked what
kind of work he does, he must
answer, "I perform abortions." Or,
more bluntly, "I kill babies."
A baby is usually very small at
birth. Yet, that baby is part of
society, of the human race, of the
family unit, when "baby makes
three." It is a miracle of Mother
Nature and a part of the mother.
To kill a baby is to kill a part of the
mother, and whoever can actually
go through such a horrible act is
killing a part of herself.
A baby is so new, so delicate, so
fragile. Yet, it is a perserverance
of the future, a part of God's infintte
plan. A baby is a gift from God to
the world. It is a gift of life, the
greatest gift of all.
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'Cool' prom-goers in life-death situation
By Ama Johnson
That magical night when time
freezes tor that all important
moment has finally arrived. Everyone looks dazzling, the food is
good, and all is going well. After
the official prom is over, you and a
few of your friends throw a small
party. Everything is going well until
your're faced with a dilemma Tim, the most absolute coolest
guy in school, otters you a drink.
Do you take it? Prom night- being
together with friends, eating,
dancing, reminiscing about the
past, and afterwards, eating some
more, hanging out, drinking.1
DRINKING!!!
Drinking after prom is a serious
problem. These notorious end -of
-high school parties have become
synonymous with drinking. According to interviews conducted
by New Expression many students drink after prom because of
peer pressure.
"I think that teens drink after
prom because it's a tradition. said they did on their proms," said
They're just following tradition Tasha Tillman, a senior at Lindbased on what those before them blom.
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Illustration by Larrick Jackson
Another South Side student and their parents," said Tanya
added, "They drink mostly to im- Adams, a sophomore at Lindblom.
press their friends. They think that Many schools hold their proms in
they can solve all their problems downtown hotels. New Expresby drinking.
sion called these hotels, and all of
Erika Haynes, a junior at Hyde them - except the downtown MarPark, described an experience of riott - refused to comment on the
her friend; ''They went to prom and matter.
then to an after- prom party. Her
Doug Gerber, director of loss
date got sloppy drunk, and she prevention at the Marriott Hotel,
finally convinced him to leave. is responsible for the safety and
Luckily, she had a license and security of hotel property, guests,
drove him home."
and employees. He said, "We
This problem extends even fur- don't allow underage drinking in or
ther past merely violating the law. around the hotel during the prom;
Though some teens responsibly we expect the chaperon to assist
manage to avoid alcohol-related in this effort. If a parent rents a
accidents by having a designated room for a person underage, he/
driver, others permanently end she is responsible for the room
this seemingly happy event in their and the actions of the child. "
lives with tragedy. Each year,
"If someone is caught drinking
many people are killed or injured in a rented room, everyone is
by teens who drove while under evicted. We could call the police,
the influence.
but instead, we obtain identificaTanya Adams, a sophomore at tion, and they're restrained until
Lindblom, added another example their parents pick them up. We
of striking presence of alcoholism don't want to be the bad guys;
after prom.
we're not the police, but we don't
"They were really drunk, so throw out a bunch of drunks and
were their dates. They were in a expect them to find their own way,"
car accident and had to be rushed he said.
to the hospital. After they recov"If an underaged person is
ered from being in critical condi- caught drinking, he/she would be
tion, they had to attend a series of taken into a police facility to be
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. placed under the guardianship of a
This was enforced by the police juvenile officer until his/her par-
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dresses, etc.
Invitations & Acessories
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Weddmg gown cleaning, restoring and preserving service.
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ents are notified. The same procedures would be taken if the underaged drinker was driving," said
retired Chicago Police Officer
Connie Hall, "but if a serious accident occurred, authorities might
try to charge the individual as an
adult."
Statistics show that the numbers
of fatalities of teenagers killed in
drinking- related incidents has increased over the past years. The
number of students who illegally
drink during and after prom is
steadily increasing.
A 1987 report prepared by the
American Bar Association's advisory Commission on Youth Alcohol and Drug Problems examines
the links between youth alcohol
and juvenile crime, health problems, automobile accidents, fatalities, and suicide.
When asked
what
advice should be given to teenagers who get drunk during or after prom, a Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) spokeswoman
said: ''The problem is that once a
person is drunk, they're not good
at taking advice. It's important to
get to them before they get drunk.
If someone is drunk- which is, in
itself, illegal anyway - they
shouldn't plan to drive."
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration sponsors a
program called PROJECT
GRADUATION to insure alcoholfree parties. The program began
in May 1980 after twelve teens
died in alcohol related accidents
during prom and graduation time.
''The most important thing to
remember is to use common
sense while out on prom and at
after - prom parties. If you can't
restrain yourself from drinking,
make sure that you appoint a responsible designated driver. A
wise action on your part can save
lives," said the MADD spokeswoman.

What are you doing
this
summer?
see our
Workshop
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pages 8 and 12
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metropolitan newspapers.

GET THE BEST DEAL ON WHEELS.
On Sundays, the Chicago Tribune
Transportation section covers the
coolest new models in-depth, with
color, accuracy and precision.
Before you buy it, test drive it in
Transportation.

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.
If your appearance matters to you ,
the Chicago Tribune Style section,
appearing Wednesdays, has news
you can use: fashion; trends; and
current issues, such as balancing
family , school and careers.
YOUR BUSINESS CAREER STARTS HERE.
Learn about the world of business
from the experts. The Chicago
Tribunes business staff is the biggest

IT'S YOUR SPORTS RESOURCE.
When you need a fast break, sit
back, relax and follow your favorite
prep. college and pro teams in the
Midwest's most colorful sports section.
GET SOME R&R- AS IN "ROCK 'N' ROLL."
See 'The Insider' pages in the
Chicago Tribunes Friday section for

hard-driving rock 'n' roll reviews, plus
album critiques, concert notes and
complete chart listings.
Every week in Friday, you'll find complete listings of what to do, see or
eat in Chicago, including movie
recommendations from columnist
Gene Siskel and critic Dave Kehr.
And there's more: Pulitzer Prize-winning commentary, reporting and
photography, the scintillating humor
of Mike Royko. great comics including The For Side and Colvin &
Hobbes and the biggest, most colorful Sunday newspaper in town.
Start reading the Chicago Tribune
and get the news you need to succeed.

FOR DELIVERY, CALL 1·800· TRIBUNE.
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Interview

ENTERTAINMENT
El DeBarge takes solo
music career in stride
By Mary Datcher
There IS an older and wiser
Gemin1 back on the scene with a
new and sleeker sound.
His name is El Debarge.
The 28-year-old nat1ve of
Grand Rap1ds, M1ch1gan, is cele·
brattng the release of h1s third solo
album, "Gem1n1," on the Motown
label.
"I named rt that because I am
Gemtni f1rst of all... and you know
the reputation that Gem1n1s have:
spirt personalities, mood changes,
you know the story:
DeBarge sa1d his album reflects
these adjectives.
"There's a lot of 1rony from one
song to another, personahtes of
the song seem to change a lot. So
I thought 11 would be a good idea to
name the album 'Gemini' because
rt's an express1on of who I am."
W1th the debut stngle "Real
Love," a funkier, laid back side of
DeBarge IS Introduced
This separates the singer from
his days of being w1th the family
group DeBarge.
"The reason why I was even
Involved With the group DeBarge
was because my family wanted
me to play keyboards," DeBarge
told New Expression.
"I didn't really want to hang at
first but my brothers kind of
pushed me up front," he said.
"All of them wanted to do the
group but I just kind of came to
support them."
Wtth the help of older brothers'

Bobby and Tommy DeBarge, the
group audrt1oned for Motown
Records
"They Introduced my father to Jarmaine Jackson and I had to play
the piano for them while they
audrt1oned"
Not knowing that his musical
talents would not be used for writing tunes and playing the p1ano, El
DeBarge was thrust into the spotlight and began handling the lead
vocals for the group.
The success of DeBarge placed
the group on both Urban Comtemporary and Pop radio stations.
This exposure f1nally brought El
to making the decision of going
solo.
H1s departure gave him freedom to reach his artistiC abilities.
Despite h1s solo career, the musical involvement of family members remains an important part of
El DeBarge's work.
"I always try to use my family 1f I
can but a lot of times I can't because I'm so busy and I'm not
always with them when I'm in the
stud1o, • he said. "Sometimes I'll
be on the West Coast, they'll be on
the East Coast and we all live in
Grand Rapids.·
While DeBarge misses performing with his family, he said he
enjoys his solo career.
"It's a matter of business. It's
nothing personal... I'm enjoying
being a solo artist."
DeBarge said he had no idea

"It's a very demanding business especially if
you want the
best and have
respect for yourself... "
-EI DeBarge

he was gotng to be an established
recording artist. "I've written tunes
and stuff but I would always try to
push them off on my sister Bunny,
Randy and James."
The pressures that come with
the entertainment business can
sometimes pose a problem for a
young art1st.
"It's a very demand1ng business, especially if you want the
best and have respect for yourself... you can fall prey to lot of
destruction.
"We all know drugs are a big
problem in our youth today and
this business has the most drugs
than any other business I've ever
seen," DeBarge said. "There's a
lot of pressure on entertainers,
and people try to introduce drugs
to entertainers because of that. •
Growing up wrth the church and
being raised with a strong back·
ground contributes to DeBarge's
lack of dependence on drugs.
"A lot of times I 'm very tired because my schedule is hectic,"

Living Colour 'vivid' at Riviera
By Jordan Kessler
L1vtng Colour, a New York
based metal-funk quartet, blasted
into Chicago's R1v1era last month.
Guitarist Vernon Reid, vocalist
Corey Glover, bassist Muzz
Skill1ngs and drummer Will
Calhoun have been on tour since

September, 1988 and are still
going strong.
And so is the praise being
heaped on their critically acclaimed debut album,"Vivid." The
album went platinum the day of
the concert.
In addit1on, Vernon Reid was
rated the world's top gu1tarist for

THE i\MEKICJ\N
CONSEKVi\TOI\1
Of MUSIC
Learn from the Best
LESSONS AND CLASSES IN

CLASSICAL
ROCK
JAZZ
Special Workshops
this Summer for High
School Students:
All h1gh school musicians-- June 26 to July 8

~=

ii;

Through tho courtesy of Kurt Saph1r P1anos, Inc.
Kawai 1s tho off1c1al p~nno of the Amoncan
Consorvatory of Music

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR ==~
FREE BROCI lURE
CALL 312/263-4161
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video can give can lead to tribes
of group1es.
"People like you to scream
over them and they lil<e you to
act crazy and all that stuff:
DeBarge said. • I never run
from them because if you run
that poses a threat to yourself."
DeBarge said he can understand why some artists will cater
to group1es.
"Somet1mes you're down and
need someone else's strength in
you.•
• But real strength comes
from within", he said.

Chicago last year, they were virtual unknowns. However, with
lines around the block for a preconcert autograph session, that
was not the case for this visit.
The Riviera was sold out for the
show, and filled with an eager
crowd. Royal Crescent Mob, the
opening act, was warmly welcomed, but ended up a dissappointment.
They were booed off the stage
to the resounding chant of, "You

suck! You suck!" This riled up the
crowd and got them primed for
Living Colour. After Royal Crescent Mob exited, the set was
changed. A half hour later, the
stage went dark.
An enlarged "Vivid" album
cover floated down in the backround as a hot spotlight hit Vernon
Reid, and the crowd got on their
feet.
Living Colour plowed through
"Middle Man," their latest hit, "I
Want to Know," "Desperate
People," and the Talking Head:s'
classic "Memories Can't Wa't"
Vernon then told of a church
which was repeatedly burnt down
by Neo-Naz1s, and rebuilt each
t1me by the church's congregaltor .
This soliliquy led into a moving
vers1on of "Open Letter to a Land·
lord," a song about people'!
memories of their homes afte
being run out by contractors.

ARCHBISHOP

WEBER

HIGH

SCHOOL

THE
HARVARD

SCHOOL

Guitarists- July 10 to July 14
Jazz Musicians · July 17 to July 21

SUITE 1850
16 NORTH WABASH AVENUE;
CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60602

1988 by Rolling
Stone
magazine's critics, and Living
Colour has been compared to
everyone from Jimi Hendrix to Led
Zeppelin.
While the group's album is
spetacular, it is nothing comparable to seeing the group live.
When Living Colour came to

De Barge said." I think for the most
part what keeps me going is knowing that I have my family . That is
a foundation for me and it serves
as great security."
With the rise of the video age,
music consumers can not only
hear the sounds of artists but also
see how they handle themselves
in front of the camera.
De Barge said he feels music
videos play an important role in
promoting recording artists.
"If you have a music video it's
just another way to keep yourself
before their eyes," DeBarge said.
The instant exposure a music

CHICAGO'S
OLDEST SCHOOL
CONGRATUlATES
ITS GRADUATING
SENIORS
GOOD LUCK IN
COLLEGE TO TilE
ClASS OF '89
THE HARVARD

SCHOOL
4 731 S. ELLIS
ClfiCAGO IL 06015
(312) 624-0394

... continued on page 19
COEDUCATIONAL
SUMMER HIGH SCHOOL
5252 W. PALMER ST
CHICAGO IL 60639

FOR
CONFIDENTIAL

Private School Registration
Tues June 20
9:00a.m 12;00 p.m.
3 .00p.m 6 00 p.m

BIRTH CONTROt.

Open Registration
Thurs. June 22
10 00 a.m. 4 .00 p.m

STD TREATMENT,

Fri . June 23
10 00 am. 2 .00 p.m.
5 00 p m 7.00 p m

PLANNING AT

Sat June 24
1000am 100p.m.
($75.00 per half cred1t)
Semester 1 Cred1t June 26- July 17
Semester 2 Credit July 18- Aug 7

SERVICES AND

CALL FAMILY

ILLINOIS MASONIC
MEDICAL CENTER,

883-7050

Music Reviews

NTERTAINMENT

Rating System:
1 star: Bad
2 stars: Fair
3 stars: Good
4 stars: Excellent
5 stars: Su erior

ew Edition's 'Heartreak' proves to be
roup's finest effort
3y James Johnston
New Edition's latest album,
Heartbreak,· takes on a new look
or the group.
After firing virtually its whole
>taft, the band hired star produc: rs Jimmyi Jam and Terry Lewis,
Nho produced Janet Jackson's
remendously popular "Control"
album.
For this album, the band reolaced Bobby Brown, who is now a
successful solo artist, with Johnny
Gill, who adds a more adult sound
to the group.
The first cut is live, and is titled
"That's the Way We're Livin'. •
Ralph Tresvant is the lead singe:r

****
Rating

READERS

of the song, but each band member has a small vocal solo. The
song talks about the perfection the
group tries to put into its music
The next cut, "Where it All
Started, • is a song trying to get the
record straight with an explanation
that the group New Edition is the
original, and groups like them are
JUSt imitators. The song has a
good solid beat.
Whilethefirstside is upbeat, the
second side is much slower.
It begins with "You're Not My
Kind of Girl," a song which is out of
place on the album. It is the kind of
song one would expect from a

If you are interested in
having a music write-in
column (questtons or
comments about popular music or the music
section) in New Expression, please write
me:
Jordan Kesler,
music editor
c/o New Expression
207 S. Wabash
Chicago 60604

group like The Boys.
The band makes up for this flaw
with "Can You Stand the Rain,"
sung primarily by Johnny Gill and
Ralph Tresvant. The two make a
winning combination. It's the high-

light of the album.
So far, New Edition has had six
hits off the album. It has been their
most successful album so far. We
can only expect better things in
the future.

"Mighty Quinn' soundtrack brings
eggae into pop market

****
Rating

"The Mighty Quinn" motion picture soundtrack is a compilation of
reggae songs by some wellknown and some lesser known
artists.
The album goes with MGM's re lease "The Mighty Quinn," which
takes place in Jamaica in a reggae
-type atmosphere.
U B40, a popular Top-40 reggae
group, starts the album off with "I
Gotta Keep Movin On," a breezy
song with a modern synthesized
reggae beat and light vocals.
Arrow's "Grove Master" is horn
powered Rap-Reggae. "Guess
Who's Com1ng to Dinner,· performed by Michael Rose, is classic
reggae, and a highlight of the
album.
Cheryl Lee Ralph, one of the
movie's stars, backed by Cedella
Marley and Sharon Marley Prendergmst, Bob Marley'c:; two daughters and members of Ziggy Marley

Living Colour
...continued from page 18
The next
song, "Broken
Hearts," was slow and jazzy, and
included a bass solo by Muzz.
The band played two new songs
from an album to be released in
"about a year," said Corey, after
playing a great live crowd participation version of "Glamour Boys,"
the familiar voice at the beginning
of ··cult of Personality."
Living Colour's megahit came
onto the PA system and the crowd
stood and went into a frenzy. Th1s
was the end of the band's regular
set, but the crowd persuaded it to
do an encore
In the f1rst encore, Living Colour
returned to the1r roots They began
with Led Zeppelin's "The Ocean,"
which brought warm approval
from the crowd. The band continued with Muddy Waters' class1c
"Mannish Boy," acclaiming Chicago "Hom e of the Blues."
Three-fourths of the band left for
Will Calhoun's hot drum solo,

and the Melody Makers, sing two
of the best songs on the album.
"I'm Hurting Inside" presents a
nice vocal medley, and the trio
also sings the Bob Dylan classic
and theme song of the movie,
"The Mighty Quinn."
"The Mighty Quinn" offers
danceable, upbeat music, with
some diversity, mostly based on a
reggae beat.
The music is enjoyable and the
wide variety of artists makes
"Mighty Quinn" a nice sampler
album for someone curious about
reggae.
However, "Mighty Quinn" lacks
the power of a heavy reggae
album, being watered down by
many pop influences.
A few years ago, Jimmy Cliff's
soundtrack to "The Harder They
Come," a Jam aican movie released in America, first brought
reggae in force to the mainland.

Hailed as the greatest reggae
album ever, the footsteps of "The
Harder They Come" are the ones
"Mighty Quinn" is trying to follow.
Buttry as it may, some songs on
the "Mighty Quinn" still lack the
punch of good reggae.

reentering at its completion and
exploding into "What's Your Favorite Colour," {Living Colour's
theme song).
Again, Living Colour encored.
This time, they performed a rousing version of the Chuck Berry
class1c "Johnny B. Goode."
"V1v1d" runs under an hour, but
the band treated the crowd to a two
and one-half hour performanC'e.

With a chance that Living Colour
will open for the Rolling Stones on
their reunion tour, which starts on
Labor Day, the future looks promising. The quality of the concert
was excellent in terms of music,
crowd participation, and length.
Living Colour's talent and inventiveness will propel them to new
heights, writing meamngful music
about meaningful issues

Movie
&
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'Say Anything'
brings realistic
touch to romantic comedy

By: Elijah Muhammad
"Say Anything" is a romantic
comedy about a young rebel
whose sole dream in life is to be a
kickboxer until he meets a lovely,
recipient of a prestigious scholarship in England.
("The Sure
John Cusack,
Thing," "Eight Men Out"), plays
lloyd Dobler, the young rebel and
lone Skye ("River's Edge") plays
the beautiful scholarship winner.
lloyd has never spoken to Diane because her possessive father James Court, played by John
Mahoney ("Moonstruck"), always

makes her concentrate on her
studies. Because of this, Diane
has few friends and is virtually unknown to the senior class until
Lloyd takes her to a graduation
party.
Lloyd becomes infatuated with
Diane. His friends, however, think
he is making a big mistake because they feel Diane is too much
of a brain for him.
In addition,Diane's father thinks
she's too good for him and will
eventually wound him emotionally.
But Diane thinks there is some-

****
Rating

thing singular about lloyd. She
sees a different side of him and the
two draw closer.
"Say Anything" is a big step up
for John Cusack and lone Skye.
This film is not the stereotypical
kiddie "boy meets girl" story. It is
a romantic comedy which is well
written and contains an excellent
plot.
"Say Anything" is realistic and
funny. It shows thought and does
not rely on formulas you see in
other movies of this type.

America's most popular class ring now
comes with diamonds.
You can select a five point, 17 faceted
diamond, and from ~even other ring styles.
Either in 14K or lOK gold or three other
metals. Each ring is carefully handcrafted and
under Jostens' full lifetime
warranty.
Treat yourself to the
ultimate class ring. The
After Five Diamond
Collection, only from
Jostens.

'Cyborg' adventures will appeal
to sci fi, martial arts buffs
By EliJah Shaw
"Cyborg" is a post-apocalyptic
action adventure film set in the far,
or possibly near, future of the
Earth.
It stars Jean Claude Van
Demma as Gibson, leader of an
often-mentioned but never seen
group called the "Siingers."
Gibson acts as a guide to a
once- human cyborg named Pearl
Prophet, played by Dayle Haddon,
who possesses the data to cure
Earth of a plague that is causing
the extinction of humanity.
Her goal is to reach Atlanta and
deliver the cure to the "Last Scientist," a branch of the military who
will process the info~mation and
devise a cure
Opposing Gibson and Pearl are
the wflesh Pirates," a cross between Mad Max and Conan the
Barbarian.
These villains like the world as it
is and Fender, the 7-foot-tall
leader played by Vincent Van

****
Rating

Klyn, wants to possess the cure
and make himself a "God" in the
eyes of the people.
Although plot is superficial, the
action and gore in"Cyborg" leave
nothing to the imagination.
Van Demma's superb martial
arts enhance the visual concept
(even though it makes the audience focus less on the cyborg and
more on how Gibson is going to kill
the next flesh pirate).
The movie would have done
well without the role of supporting
character Nady Simmons. Played
by Deborah Righter, the character
seemed to get into trouble everywhere she went.
Although it was a decent movie,
"Cyborg" lacked the originality
and complexity to make it a blockbuster. But if you enjoy science
fiction and martial arts you'll get
your money's worth.

ROCK RECORDS
SUPER SALE

$200

CASSETTES,
RECORDS &
CD'S PRICED
$8.00 & UP

OFF

VAUD THRU 12/31,89
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I 175 W. WASHINGTUN 346·3489

SATURDAYS ONLY
$2.00

OFF ALL CASSETTES,
RECORDS AND C.D.'S PRICED $8.00
AND UP. EXCEPT SALE ITEMS.
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